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ABSTRACT
We studied AGN activity in twelve LSSs in the ORELSE survey, at 0.65 < z <
1.28, using a combination of Chandra observations, optical and NIR imaging and
spectroscopy. We located a total of 61 AGNs across our sample that were successfully
matched to optical counterparts in the LSSs. Seeking to study AGN triggering mech-
anisms, we examined the spatial distribution of the AGNs and their average spectral
properties. We found that AGN populations across our sample had less time since
the last starburst than the overall galaxy populations. We did not find any relation
between AGN activity and location within the LSSs, suggesting triggering mecha-
nisms which depend on global environment are at most sub-dominant. To focus on
differences between our AGNs, we grouped them into four sub-samples based on the
spectral properties of their parents LSSs. We found one of the sub-samples, SG0023 &
SC1604, stood out from the others: AGNs in this sample were disproportionately lu-
minous, their average time since the last starburst event was the smallest, despite the
fact that this was not true of the overall galaxy population in those LSSs, and both
the AGNs and the overall galaxy population had the largest fraction of close kine-
matic pairs, which indicates a higher rate of galaxy mergers and interactions. These
results suggest that major mergers are driving AGN activity in SG0023 & SC1604,
while other processes are likely triggering less luminous AGNs in the rest of our sam-
ple. Additionally, minor mergers are unlikely to play a significant role, since the same
conditions that lead to more major mergers should should also lead to more minor
mergers, which is not observed in SG0023 & SC1604.
Key words: Galaxies: active — Galaxies: nuclei — Galaxies: clusters: general —
Galaxies: evolution — X-rays: galaxies
1 INTRODUCTION
The current consensus is that all massive galax-
ies contain a supermassive black hole (SMBH) (e.g.,
Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Ford et al. 1998; Graham
2016). While the presence of SMBHs can be inferred through
their gravitational influences, they can also be directly ob-
served as they accrete material, fueling emission across a
wide spectrum. While most SMBHs have low luminosities
that preclude observation, a small subset, active galactic
nuclei (AGNs), are some of the most powerful emitters in
the universe (L & 1042 erg s−1). These objects are interest-
ing to astronomers and astrophysicists, as numerous studies
have found connections between the evolution of the cen-
tral SMBH and that of its host galaxy. In the local uni-
verse, the masses of SMBHs and the masses and veloc-
ity dispersions of their hosts’ central bulges or spheroids
have been shown to be correlated (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000;
Tremaine et al. 2002; Marconi & Hunt 2003; Ha¨ring & Rix
2004; Xu, Wu & Zhao 2007; Graham 2016). As red-
shift increases up to z ∼ 2, so do both star forma-
tion rates and AGN fractions (Boyle & Terlevich 1998;
Silverman et al. 2008; Bluck et al. 2011). Across a wide
redshift range, AGNs have been observed to be associ-
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ated with star-forming galaxies (e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2003;
Heckman et al. 2004; Veilleux et al. 2009; Laird et al. 2010;
Georgantopoulos, Rovilos & Comastri 2011; Juneau et al.
2013; Lemaux et al. 2014).
While the evidence for a connection between SMBH
and galaxy evolution is strong, consensus has not yet been
reached on the processes that fuel SMBH growth and AGN
activity. A number of mechanisms that can trigger AGN ac-
tivity have been proposed. One such mechanism is major
galaxy mergers, which can create inflows of gas to galac-
tic nuclei, fueling bulge growth and an AGN (Hopkins et al.
2006; Narayanan et al. 2008). Many others have been pro-
posed, as well, including minor mergers or tidal interac-
tions (Moore et al. 1996; Menanteau, Jimenez & Matteucci
2001; Younger et al. 2008; Georgakakis et al. 2009), pro-
cesses such as disk or bar instabilities or turbulence
(Elmegreen et al. 1998; Genzel et al. 2008; Younger et al.
2008; Hopkins & Quataert 2010; Bournaud et al. 2011), and
recycling of stellar material (Ciotti & Ostriker 2007).
There is growing evidence that no one mechanism is re-
sponsible for creating all AGNs. While major galaxy merg-
ers are thought to fuel some of the brightest AGNs, they
are not common, and are likely not responsible for all
AGNs (See, e.g., Wild et al. 2007; Reichard et al. 2009;
Kormendy & Ho 2013; Heckman & Best 2014). Some evi-
dence has been found of an association between merging
galaxies or those with signs of recent mergers or interactions
(Kocevski et al. 2009b; Koss et al. 2010; Treister et al. 2012;
Ellison et al. 2013; Herna´ndez-Ibarra et al. 2016), but it is
likely this is representative of only a subset of the AGN pop-
ulation, since large numbers of AGNs have been found asso-
ciated with hosts not likely to have recently undergone ma-
jor mergers (Georgakakis et al. 2009; Cisternas et al. 2011;
Schawinski et al. 2011; Kocevski et al. 2012; Rosario et al.
2012; Koulouridis et al. 2014). While major mergers are
thought to be important at the high-luminosity end, there
is a dearth of evidence supporting alternative mechanisms
for triggering lower luminosity AGNs, and a multitude of
options.
The question, now, is what are exactly are the dominant
AGN triggering mechanisms, and what conditions lead to
the different to their activation? Optimally, AGNs should be
examined across a wide range of redshifts and environments.
We have assembled such a sample as part of the Obser-
vations of Redshift Evolution in Large-Scale Environments
(ORELSE; Lubin et al. 2009) survey. The ORELSE sur-
vey is a systematic search for large-scale structures (LSSs)
around an original sample of 20 galaxy clusters in a red-
shift range of 0.6 < z < 1.3, the over-arching goal be-
ing to study galaxy properties over a wide range of local
and global environments. The survey has revealed super-
clusters and merging systems, and has also found some of
the initially targeted galaxy clusters to be isolated systems.
This provides an excellent laboratory for studying AGN
activity. The wide range of environments means the sam-
ple likely contains infalling populations where major merg-
ers between blue galaxies are more prevalent, and one sys-
tem, the Cl1604 supercluster, has already been shown to
have AGNs associated with mergers (Kocevski et al. 2009b).
Additionally, both star formation and AGN activity are
known to increase with redshift (Boyle & Terlevich 1998;
Silverman et al. 2008; Bluck et al. 2011), so the higher red-
shift of our sample, and the wide range, provide an ideal
set for examining AGN activity and how it relates to galaxy
evolution.
Twelve of the systems in the ORELSE survey have
Chandra imaging with which we can study AGNs at the red-
shifts of the LSSs. We have extensive optical imaging and
spectroscopy across the sample to complement the X-ray
dataset. In this paper, we use the the Chandra imaging of
these twelve systems to locate AGNs within them and mea-
sure their X-ray luminosities. We couple this with the optical
properties of their hosts, and the underlying galaxy popula-
tions, to investigate AGN triggering mechanisms and their
relation to galaxy evolution. For our cosmological model, we
assume Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and h = H0/70kms
−1Mpc−1.
We first discuss the LSSs in our sample in Section 2. We
describe our observations, data reduction, and methods for
locating AGNs in Section 3. In Section 4, we examine the
properties of the global galaxy populations in our sample,
and divide our sample into several sub-samples based on
their properties. We then analyze the AGN populations in
Section 7, followed by a discussion in Section 8.
2 THE ORELSE LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE
SAMPLE
In this section we describe our sample, which is more suc-
cinctly summarized in Table 1. As described in Section 1,
our sample consists of all LSSs in the ORELSE survey with
useful Chandra imaging. This consists of twelve systems1,
composed of both observations taken specifically for the
ORELSE survey and other publicly available archived data.
The redshift boundaries defined below were determined
by visually examining each LSS’s spectroscopic redshift
histogram. Delineating where LSSs end is not straightfor-
ward, complicated by associated filaments or possible nearby
sheets. The redshift boundaries are chosen conservatively, in
the sense of including all galaxies which could be part of each
overall large-scale structure.
For descriptions of the Cl0023 supergroup, the RXJ0910
LSS, the Cl1324 supercluster, the Cl1604 supercluster,
and the clusters RXJ1757.3+6631 and RXJ1821.6+6827
(hereafter SG0023, RXJ0910, SC1324, SC1604, RXJ1757,
and RXJ1821, respectively), see Rumbaugh et al. (2012),
Rumbaugh et al. (2013), and the references therein.
2.1 RCS J0224-0002.5
The optically-selected z = 0.77 galaxy cluster RCS
J0224-0002.5 (hereafter RCS0224) was discovered by
Gladders, Yee & Ellingson (2002) as part of the Red-
Sequence Cluster Survey (RCS; Gladders & Yee 2005).
They found two to four lensed background objects, and fit a
lensing model consistent with a velocity dispersion of ∼ 1000
km s−1for the cluster. Hicks et al. (2007) used 101 ks of
Chandra observations to measure an integrated cluster tem-
perature of 5.1+0.9−0.5 keV. They found the cluster to be in
1 A thirteenth system, Cl1137+3000, also has Chandra imaging,
but the shallow exposure (less than half the next shortest expo-
sure time in our sample) and the high redshift of the cluster mean
that it is not useful for our analysis.
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Table 1. Properties of Observed ORELSE LSSs
LSS R.A.a Dec.a 〈z〉 z Lower z Upper Num. of Num. of σ Confirmed Confirmed
(J2000) (J2000) Bound Bound Known Known Rangeb Membersc AGNc
Clusters Groups
SG0023 00 23 51 +04 22 55 0.84 0.82 0.87 0 5 200-500 244 7
RCS0224 02 24 36 -01 55 58 0.77 0.76 0.79 2 1 200-800 119 4
Cl0849 08 48 47 +44 54 06 1.26 1.25 1.28 2 0 d 74 4
RXJ0910 09 10 40 +54 19 57 1.11 1.08 1.15 2 0 500-900 142 9
RXJ1053 10 53 40.2 +57 35 22.3 1.14 1.10 1.15 1-2 0 880± 130 72 1
RXJ1221 12 21 26.1 +49 18 30.7 0.70 0.69 0.71 1 1 800-850 160 4
SC1324 13 24 45 +30 34 18 0.76 0.65 0.79 3 1 150-1000 454 8
Cl1350 13 50 48.3 +60 07 11.5 0.80 0.79 0.81 1 2 200-1000 102 3
SC1604 16 04 15 +43 16 24 0.90 0.84 0.96 5 3 150-1100 531 10
RXJ1716 17 16 54 +67 08 47 0.81 0.80 0.83 2 0 750-1150 144 4
RXJ1757 17 57 19.0 +66 31 27.8 0.69 0.68 0.71 1 0 540± 140 75 2
RXJ1821 18 21 32.3 +68 27 55.4 0.82 0.80 0.84 1 0 1150 ± 120 131 5
a Coordinates for LSSs with more than one cluster are the approximate central positions, while the others are given as the centroid
of the peak of diffuse X-ray emission associated with the respective cluster.
b In units of km s−1. For LSSs with more than group or cluster, this measurement is the range of velocity dispersions of groups
and clusters within the LSS. All velocity dispersions are measured within 1 Mpc.
c Spectroscopically confirmed objects (Q = 3,4) within the redshift bounds of the LSS; see Section 3.1 for quality flag details.
d Velocity dispersion not measured.
agreement with several scaling relations for virialized clus-
ters. Using the same data, Hicks et al. (2008) measured an
X-ray luminosity within R500 of 4.4± 0.5× 1044 ergs s−1.
2.2 Cl0849
The Cl0849 LSS contains at least two clusters within close
proximity and at known similar redshifts of z ∼ 1.26. The
IR-selected galaxy cluster RX J0848.6+4453 at z = 1.26
was discovered as part of a deep field survey (Stanford et al.
1997). A soft-band (0.5-2.0 keV) X-ray luminosity was mea-
sured of 0.8 ± 0.3 × 1044 ergs s−1 using archival ROSAT
data (Rosati et al. 1999). Only 4.′2 away, RX J0848.9+4452
was discovered as part of the ROSAT Deep Cluster Survey
(Rosati et al. 1999). They measured a soft-band X-ray lu-
minosity of 1.5 ± 0.3 × 1044 ergs s−1. Chandra imaging of
RX J0848.9+4452 yielded an X-ray temperature of 5.8+2.8−1.7
keV and a bolometric X-ray luminosity of 3.3+0.9−0.5×1044 ergs
s−1 (Stanford et al. 2001), in approximate agreement with
scaling relations.
2.3 RXJ1053+5735
RX J1053+5735 (hereafter RXJ1053), an X-ray selected
cluster at z = 1.14, was discovered in ROSAT ultra-
deep HRI imaging of the Lockman Hole (Hasinger et al.
1998). They observed an unusual double-lobed profile
in the extended X-ray emission. Using XMM-Newton,
Hashimoto et al. (2002) measured an X-ray temperature of
4.9+1.5−0.9 keV and a bolometric X-ray luminosity of 3.4±0.34×
1044 ergs s−1. Both X-ray redshifts and redshifts of member
galaxies are concordant between the lobes, which are only
∼ 250 kpc apart, suggesting an equal-mass cluster merger
(Hashimoto et al. 2005).
2.4 RXJ1221+4918
RXJ1221+4918 (hereafter RXJ1221) is an X-ray-selected
cluster at z = 0.70. It was serendipitously de-
tected in ROSAT observations for the 160 deg2 survey
(Vikhlinin et al. 1998). Vikhlinin et al. (2002) measured an
X-ray temperature of 7.2±0.6 keV for the cluster and soft-
band and bolometric X-ray luminosities of 7.0 and 28.7
×1044 ergs s−1, respectively. There has been repeated anal-
ysis of the cluster, with Mullis et al. (2003) measuring a
soft-band X-ray luminosity of 4.27 ×1044 ergs s−1 for the
cluster, while Ettori et al. (2004) measured an X-ray tem-
perature of 7.5+0.7−0.6 keV and a bolometric X-ray luminosity of
12.95±0.39×1044 ergs s−1, and Vikhlinin et al. (2009) mea-
sured a temperature and soft-band luminosity of 6.63±0.75
keV and 3.35× 1044 ergs s−1, respectively.
2.5 Cl1350.0+6007
Cl1350.0+6007 (hereafter Cl1350) is an X-ray selected clus-
ter at z = 0.80, discovered in the ROSAT Deep Clus-
ter Survey (RDCS; Rosati et al. 1998). Using Chandra
data, Holden et al. (2002) measured an X-ray tempera-
ture of 4.9+0.7−0.6 keV and a bolometric X-ray luminosity of
4.1+0.5−0.4 × 1044 ergs s−1. Also with Chandra, Jeltema et al.
(2005) measured an X-ray luminosity of 2.3× 1044 ergs s−1
in the 0.3-7.0 keV range.
2.6 RXJ1716.9+6708
RXJ1716.9+6708 (hereafter RXJ1716) is an X-ray selected
cluster at z = 0.81. Henry et al. (1997) discovered the clus-
ter in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (Voges et al. 1996) of the
North Ecliptic Pole, and measured a soft-band X-ray lumi-
nosity of 3.2 ± 0.9 × 1044 ergs s−1. Follow-up observations
using the ROSAT High Resolution Imager yielded an X-ray
temperature of 5.66+1.37−0.58 keV and a hard 2-10 keV X-ray
luminosity of 8.19 ± 0.43 × 1044 ergs s−1 in the 0.3-7.0 keV
range. Using Chandra data, Jeltema et al. (2005) measured
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an X-ray luminosity of 5.6×1044 ergs s−1 in the 0.3-7.0 keV
range. See Lemaux et al. (2016, in prep.) for more details on
this LSS.
3 OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTION
3.1 Optical and NIR Observations
In analyzing the AGN hosts, we use ground-based imag-
ing data obtained for each field with either the Large For-
mat Camera (LFC; Simcoe et al. 2000) on the Palomar 5m
telescope or the Suprime-Cam (Miyazaki et al. 2002) on the
Subaru 8-m telescope. The LFC observations were taken us-
ing Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)-like r′, i′, and z′ filters.
We hereafter refer to these LFC filters, or the equivalents
from the Suprime-Cam data, as R, I, and Z. Additionally,
photometric redshift catalogs have been created for a sub-
set of our sample, which we use to examine the effects of
completeness on our analysis and to calibrate our ‘super-
color’ parameterization described in Section 4.1. For these
catalogs, we use the LFC and Subaru data (in total, B, V,
Rc, R+, Ic, I+, Z+, and Y band data were taken using
Suprime-Cam), as well as J and K band data taken using
the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope Wide Field Cam-
era (WFCAM; Hewett et al. 2006), J and Ks band data us-
ing the Wide-field InfraRed Camera (WIRCam; Puget et al.
2004) on the Canada-France-Hawai’i Telescope, and 3.6, 4.5,
5.8, and 8.0 micron data using the Infrared Array Camera
(IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004) on the Spitzer telescope. Which
telescope data are available varies by LSS. For more de-
scriptions of the reductions, see Gal et al. (2008), Lemaux
et al. (2016, in prep.), and Tomczak et al. (2016, in prep.).
SC1604 was also imaged using ACS. The HST imaging
for SC1604 consists of 17 ACS pointings designed to image
nine of the ten galaxy density peaks in the field. Observa-
tions were taken using the F606W and F814W bands. These
bands roughly correspond to broadband V and I, respec-
tively. See Kocevski et al. (2009b) for details on the ACS
reduction.
3.1.1 Photometric Redshift Catalogs
To extract photometric redshifts, and other charac-
teristics of our galaxy populations, we performed
spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting on our
imaging data. Results from aperture photometry
were used to run the Easy and Accurate zphot from
Yale (EAZY; Brammer, van Dokkum & Coppi 2008)
code, which performs an iterative χ2 fit using Projet
d’E´tude des GAlaxies par Synthe`se E´volutive (PE´GASE;
Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997) models. This code outputs
P (z), a measure of our confidence that the respective
source is at a given redshift. The redshift at which P (z)
peaks was adopted as the photometric redshift, zpeak. A
second round of fitting with purely stellar templates was
carried out to locate the stars in our sample. We cut likely
stars and objects with a S/N < 3 in the detection band,
those covered in less than five of the broadband images,
with significant saturation, or with poor fits to galaxy
SEDs.
A final stage of fitting was carried out using the Fitting
and Assessment of Synthetic Templates (FAST; Kriek et al.
2009) code. High quality spectroscopic redshifts were used
when available, and zpeak from EAZY was used as a red-
shift prior for all other cases. From the EAZY output, we
derived rest-frame magnitudes for all our sources, except
those excised as described above. This SED fitting has so
far been carried out on SG0023, RXJ0910, SC1324, SC1604,
RXJ1716, RXJ1757, and RXJ1821. See Lemaux et al. (2016,
in prep.) and Tomczak et al. (2016, in prep.) for more details
on the photometric catalogs and SED fitting.
3.1.2 Spectroscopy
Our photometric catalog is complemented by extensive spec-
troscopic data. For this part of the study, we used the Deep
Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS; Faber et al.
2003) on the Keck II 10m telescope. In addition, SG0023,
RXJ0910, SC1604 and RXJ1821 have some LRIS cover-
age (see Oke, Postman & Lubin 1998; Gal & Lubin 2004;
Gioia et al. 2004; Tanaka et al. 2008). DEIMOS has a wide
field of view (16.′9× 5.′0), high efficiency, and is able to po-
sition over 120 targets per slit mask, which makes the in-
strument ideal for establishing an extensive spectroscopic
catalog. We targeted objects as faint as ∼ 25, with most ob-
jects having mi′ 6 24.5. On DEIMOS, we used the 1200
line mm−1 grating, blazed at 7500 A˚, and 1′′-wide slits.
These specifications create a pixel scale of 0.33 A˚ pixel−1
and a FWHM resolution of ∼ 1.7A˚. The central wavelength
was varied from LSS to LSS and sometimes between dif-
ferent masks for the same LSS. Our setup provided wave-
length coverage approximately within 1300 A˚of the central
wavelengths. Central wavelengths for the spectroscopic ob-
servations for the twelve LSSs and the approximate spectral
coverages are displayed in Table 2. When more than one cen-
tral wavelength was used per LSS, a range is given. Total
exposure times for the observations are in the range of 1-4.5
hours per mask and varied based on conditions and i’-band
distributions of targets.
Spectroscopic targets were chosen based on color and
magnitude, following the method of Lubin et al. (2009). The
number of spectroscopic targets in each LSS are shown in Ta-
ble 4. Redshifts were determined or measured for all targets
and given a quality flag value, Q, where Q = 1 indicates that
we could not determine a secure redshift,Q = 2 means a red-
shift was obtained using features that were only marginally
detected, Q = 3 means one secure and one marginal feature
were used to calculate the redshift, and Q = 4 meant at least
two secure features were used. Those sources determined to
be stars were given a flag of −1. See Gal et al. (2008) and
Newman et al. (2013) for more details on quality flags and
the spectral targeting method. For our analysis, extragalac-
tic redshifts with Q = 3,4 were deemed satisfactory, and the
number of such sources in each LSS is shown in Table 4.
We measured an average of ∼ 800 high-quality redshifts per
LSS, with the number of Q = 3,4 redshifts in the field of
view for each LSS ranging from 410 for RXJ1053 to 1849
for SC1604.
3.2 X-ray Observations
All X-ray imaging of the clusters was conducted with the
Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) of the Chan-
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Table 2. DEIMOS Spectroscopic Observation Characteristics
LSS Central Approx. Spectral Exp. Time Avg. Seeing
λ (A˚) Coverage (A˚) Range (s) Range (′′)
SG0023 7500-7850 6200-9150 5700-9407 0.45-0.81
RCS0224 7300-7450 6000-8750 6840-7520 0.53-0.88
Cl0849 8700 7400-10000 6300-16200 0.51-1.5
RXJ0910 8000-8100 6700-9400 7200-11664 0.5-1.05
RXJ1053 8200 6900-9500 7200-9000 0.56-0.79
RXJ1221 7200 5900-8500 4860-8400 0.55-1.2
SC1324 7200 5900-8500 2700-10800 0.44-1.0
Cl1350 7500 6200-8800 3600-10400 0.5-1.55
SC1604 7700 6385-9015 3600-14400 0.5-1.3
RXJ1716 7800 6500-9100 5400-9000 0.54-0.83
RXJ1757 7000-7100 5700-8400 6300-14730 0.47-0.82
RXJ1821 7500-7800 6200-9100 7200-9000 0.58-0.86
dra X-ray Observatory. The instrument has 10 CCD’s; four
are arranged in a square with a 16.′9 × 16.′9 field of view,
while the others are arranged in a line parallel to the bot-
tom of this square, with a field of view of 8.′3 × 50.′6. The
ACIS-I array has an aimpoint on the I3 chip, near the center
of the square area, while the aimpoint of the ACIS-S array
is on the S3 chip, near the center in the line array. While
most (19) of the observations used for this study employ the
ACIS-I array, three observations taken from the archive used
the ACIS-S array instead. In either case, the 5-6 CCD’s clos-
est to the aimpoint are typically used for each observation.
SC1604 and SC1324, with angular sizes in excess of 20′, were
observed with two pointings each of the ACIS-I array. For
SC1604, the two pointings are meant to cover as much of the
LSS as possible, and there is only a small overlap between
the two pointings (∼ 30 arcminutes2). For SC1324, the two
pointings are centered near the two largest and originally
discovered clusters, SC1324+3011 and SC1324+3059. There
is an approximately 13′ gap between the north and south
pointings. All other LSSs were observed with one pointing.
Total exposure times ranged from 45-190 ks. Details of the
observations are summarized in Table 3.
3.3 X-ray Data Reduction and Photometry
The reduction of the data was conducted using the Chan-
dra Interactive Analysis of Observations 4.7 software (CIAO;
Fruscione et al. 2006). We used the Imperial reduction
pipeline, which is described in detail in Laird et al. (2009)
and Nandra et al. (2015). We will briefly summarize it here.
For each individual observation, we corrected for aspect
offsets, applied a destreaking algorithm, removed bad pixels
and cosmic rays, corrected for charge-transfer inefficiency
and gain effects, and applied the ACIS particle background
cleaning algorithm. Unlike in Nandra et al. (2015), data for
all available ACIS chips were reduced, instead of restricting
the reduction to just ACIS Chips 0-3. This was necessary, as
some observations had aim points on other ACIS chips. For
each observation, flaring events were detected and excised.
After all of these corrections, the astrometry was corrected
using our spectroscopic catalogs for reference.
Event files were then created in four different energy
bands: soft (0.5-2.0 keV), hard (2.0-7.0 keV), ultrahard (4.0-
7.0 keV), and full (0.5-7.0 keV). Exposure maps were cre-
ated for each band using the task merge obs, with spectral
weights corresponding to a power law with γ = 1.4. For LSSs
with more than one observation, the individual images and
exposure maps were then stacked.
Point source detection was carried out in a two-step
process. A ‘prewavdetect’ run came first, where the task
wavdetect was run for each image (in each band) at a prob-
ability threshold of 10−4, designed to detect virtually all
real sources, but also introducing many spurious detections.
Aperture photometry was then carried out on all detections
in the following manner. Source counts were measured in
a circular aperture centered on the detection position with
a radius such that 70% of the source’s flux should be en-
closed2. The background was measured in an annulus with
an inner radius equal to 1.5 times that of a circle contain-
ing 95% of the source flux, and an outer radius 100 pixels
larger. Other point sources were excluded when measuring
background counts. The probability of false detections was
then calculated using Poisson statistics. Then, the second
and final detection iteration was carried out, using a proba-
bility threshold of 4×10−6. The ‘prewavdetect’ step corrects
for underestimation of the background from masking false
positive detections.
Sources from the second wavdetect run, in all bands,
were merged into a single catalog, and each detection was
checked by eye. For our final aperture photometry, we mea-
sured soft band fluxes using the 95% enclosed energy radii,
while we used the 90% enclosed energy radii for the hard and
full bands. This is because of the excessively large size of the
95% enclosed energy radii in these bands. Fluxes were esti-
mated using the Bayesian method described in Laird et al.
(2009), using a power law spectral model with γ = 1.4. The
aperture photometry was also used to estimate detection
significances according to the formula
σ = C/
(
1 +
√
0.75 +B
)
(1)
where C and B are the net source counts and background
counts within the aperture, respectively.
2 The Chandra point spread function was calculated using the
MARX simulator (Wise et al. 2003). See Laird et al. (2009).
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Table 3. Chandra Observations
Observation Target Instrument PI Exposure RAa Dec.a
ID Time (ks)
7914 SG0023 ACIS-I Lubin 49.38 00 23 52.30 04 22 34.20
3181 RCS0224 ACIS-S Gladders 14.37 02 24 34.10 -00 02 30.90
4987 RCS0224 ACIS-S Ellingson 88.97 02 24 34.10 -00 02 30.90
927 Cl0849 ACIS-I Stanford 125.15 08 48 55.90 44 54 50.00
1708 Cl0849 ACIS-I Stanford 61.47 08 48 55.90 44 54 50.00
2227 RXJ0910 ACIS-I Stanford 105.74 09 10 45.41 54 22 05.00
2452 RXJ0910 ACIS-I Stanford 65.31 09 10 45.41 54 22 05.00
4936 RXJ1053 ACIS-S Predehl 92.4 10 53 43.00 57 35 00.00
1662 RXJ1221 ACIS-I van Speybroeck 79.08 12 21 24.50 49 18 14.40
9403 SC1324 ACIS-I Lubin 26.94 13 24 49.50 30 51 34.10
9404 SC1324 ACIS-I Lubin 30.4 13 24 42.50 30 16 30.00
9836 SC1324 ACIS-I Lubin 20 13 24 42.50 30 16 30.00
9840 SC1324 ACIS-I Lubin 21.45 13 24 49.50 30 51 34.10
2229 Cl1350 ACIS-I Stanford 58.31 13 50 46.10 60 07 09.00
6932 SC1604 ACIS-I Lubin 49.48 16 04 19.50 43 10 31.00
6933 SC1604 ACIS-I Lubin 26.69 16 04 12.00 43 22 35.40
7343 SC1604 ACIS-I Lubin 19.41 16 04 12.00 43 22 35.40
548 RXJ1716 ACIS-I van Speybroeck 51.73 17 16 52.30 67 08 31.20
10443 RXJ1757 ACIS-I Lubin 21.75 17 57 19.80 66 31 39.00
11999 RXJ1757 ACIS-I Lubin 24.7 17 57 19.80 66 31 39.00
10444 RXJ1821 ACIS-I Lubin 22.24 18 21 38.10 68 27 52.00
10924 RXJ1821 ACIS-I Lubin 27.31 18 21 38.10 68 27 52.00
a Coordinates refer to those of the observation aimpoint.
3.4 Optical Matching
To search for AGNs within the individual clusters, we
matched our X-ray point sources to optical catalogs. Only
objects with detection significances, in at least one band,
above 2σ were considered3. We used the maximum likeli-
hood ratio technique described in Rumbaugh et al. (2012),
which was developed by Sutherland & Saunders (1992) and
also used by Taylor et al. (2005), Gilmour et al. (2007), and
Kocevski et al. (2009b). The main statistic calculated in
each case is the likelihood ratio (LR), which estimates the
probability that a given optical source is the genuine match
to a given X-ray point source relative to the arrangement of
the two sources arising by chance. The LR is given by the
equation
LRi,j =
wi exp(−r2i,j/2σ2j )
σ2j
(2)
Here, ri,j is the separation between objects i and j, σj is
the positional error4 of object j, and w2i = 1/n (< mI) is
the inverse of the number density of optical sources with
magnitude fainter thanmI . The inclusion of the latter quan-
tity is designed to weight against matching to fainter optical
objects that are more likely to have chance projections. For
each X-ray source, we carried out a Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lation to estimate the probability that each optical counter-
part is the true match using the LRs. See Rumbaugh et al.
(2012) for more details on the method.
3 We used 2σ as our threshold instead of 3σ because being suc-
cessfully matched to an optical source increases confidence in the
detection of an X-ray object.
4 Positional errors of X-ray sources were calculated using the
method of Kim et al. (2007). Optical positional errors are as-
sumed to be negligible in comparison.
For each LSS, except SC1604, n (< mI) was measured
using I magnitudes from our LFC/Suprime-Cam catalogs.
For SC1604, ACS data were also available, but these ob-
servations did not cover the entire LSS. All objects were
matched to the LFC/Suprime-Cam catalogs. When possi-
ble, objects were also matched using the F814W magnitude
from the ACS catalogs and matches to ACS objects took
precedence.
4 GLOBAL LSS PROPERTIES
The twelve LSSs in our sample span a wide range of red-
shifts, sizes, and evolutionary states. There are a number
of isolated clusters, such as RXJ1757 and RXJ1821, sev-
eral LSSs in the process of merging, such as the supergroup
SG0023 and the merging clusters of RXJ1053, as well as sev-
eral superclusters, including SC1324 and SC1604. We would
like to investigate the differences between the AGNs across
this wide range of environments, through which we can learn
about their triggering mechanisms and the effects the envi-
ronments have on active galaxies. To accomplish this, we
first study the global properties of the LSSs in our sample.
4.1 The Red Sequence and the Blue Populations
A color-magnitude diagram (CMD) provides information on
the evolutionary states of a LSS’s galaxy population. When
the colors of galaxies at a common redshift are plotted
against their magnitudes on a CMD, they generally sepa-
rate out into two regions: the red sequence, which largely
contains older, quiescent galaxies, and the blue cloud, which
is characterized by younger, actively star-forming popula-
tions. Intermediate to these is the green valley, which is
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Figure 1. Color-magnitude diagrams for all LSSs are shown. AGN hosts are shown with magenta diamonds, while all other spectro-
scopically confirmed LSS members are shown with blue circles. Red dashed lines indicate the extent of the red sequence (See Section 4.1
for more details). Vertical dotted lines indicate the magnitude cutoff used for constructing composite spectra described in Section 5. No
such line is shown for SC1604, because ACS data were available, and so those colors were used to construct the diagrams, although the
parameterized colors were used for the magnitude cutoffs for consistency with the other LSSs. For all other LSSs, parameterizations of
the R, I, and Z bands were used. See Section 4.1 for more details on these parameterizations.
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usually sparsely populated, and may be a transitional re-
gion where blue galaxies are rapidly evolving onto the red
sequence after star formation ceases (Faber et al. 2007), or
rejuvenated red sequence galaxies (Dressler et al. 2013).
Because of the redshift range of our sample, using the
same bands for magnitudes and colors across all LSSs would
not produce accurate representations of the red sequence
and blue cloud. The rest-frame energy range probed by the
R band at our lowest redshifts, for example is approximately
the same as that probed by the I band at the highest red-
shifts. So, while an R−I versus I CMD would be appropriate
for the lower redshifts, we would need to use an I−Z versus
Z CMD at higher redshifts.
Ideally, SED fits for each source could be used to es-
timate rest-frame magnitudes comparable across different
redshifts. As described in Section 3.1, we have carried out
such fitting for a subset of our sample. However, without
rest-frame magnitudes for all sources, we cannot use this
method. As a solution to this problem, we created a param-
eterization of the observed optical magnitude that we could
use for our entire sample. We sought a parameterization of
the form:
fblue = Ablue [1−Bblue (z − z0)] fν,R
+ (1− Ablue) [Bblue (z − z0)] fν,I
fred = Ared [1−Bred (z − z0)] fν,I
+ (1− Ared) [Bred (z − z0)] fν,Z
To represent the range of galaxies present in our sample,
we used four EAZY PE´GASE models: three post-starburst
models with ages of 0.1, 0.4, and 5 Gyr, and one constant
star-forming model 50 Myr after the inception of star forma-
tion with Av = 3. We fit our parameterization to minimize
the differences in color between our supercolors and the true
rest-frame colors for the SEDs across the redshift range of
our sample. We found
fblue = 0.45 [1− 1.824 (z − 0.679)] fν,R
+ 0.55 [1.824 (z − 0.679)] fν,I
fred = 0.424 [1− 1.794 (z − 0.628)] fν,I
+ 0.576 [1.794 (z − 0.628)] fν,Z
to be the best fit. From these equations, we calculated the
parameterized absolute magnitudes Mblue and Mred, which
we will refer to as the supercolors. These can be thought of
as Mu∗ and MB , respectively. For our color analyses, we use
these supercolors, except in the case of SC1604, for which we
have ACS imaging. Since the ACS imaging is more precise,
and the central wavelengths are comparable, we adopt those
colors for that case.
Figure 1 shows CMDs for all LSSs in our sample. All
spectroscopically confirmed supercluster/cluster members
are shown. Diamonds indicate the confirmed X-ray AGNs
within each LSS, which are analyzed in Section 7. The red
sequence for each LSS is delineated by dashed lines. Red se-
quence fits for each LSS were calculated using a linear fitting
and σ-clipping technique. First, a fit to a linear model, of
the form
C = C0 +m×B (3)
where C is eitherMBlue−MRed or F606W-F814W and B is
either MRed or F814W, was carried out on member galax-
ies within a chosen magnitude and color range using a χ2
minimization (Gladders et al. 1998; Stott et al. 2009). The
fit was initialized with a color range chosen “by eye” to con-
form to the apparent width of the red sequence of the LSS.
The magnitude bounds were chosen to be where the red
sequence was approximately spectroscopically complete for
the entire sample, which we determined as MRed < −20.9.
In some cases, brightest cluster/group galaxies appearing at
bluer colors had to be cut, as well. After the initial fit, the
colors were normalized to remove the slope of the red se-
quence and the resultant color distribution was then fit to a
single Gaussian using iterative 3σ clipping. At the conclusion
of the algorithm, the boundaries of the red sequence were
defined by a 3σ offset from the center, except for SC1604.
For this supercluster, the color dispersion was inflated due
to the large redshift extent of the LSS, and 2σ offsets were
used to achieve reasonable boundaries.
While red sequences are well-defined for most of our
LSSs, the size of the blue cloud varies considerably. We can
quantify this by looking at the fraction of blue galaxies for
each case. Here, we will define a blue galaxy as one below the
lower boundary of the red sequence, including only galaxies
withMRed < −20.9. The blue fractions for each LSS are dis-
played in Table 5. Unsurprisingly, two of the highest redshift
LSSs, Cl0849 and RXJ1053, have the highest blue fractions.
SG0023 and SC1604 have relatively high blue fractions as
well, which are probably indicative of actively star-forming
galaxy populations. SC1324 has a relatively high blue frac-
tion as well. The other LSSs have lower blue fractions, which
may indicate that their populations are more quiescent.
RXJ1716 and RXJ0910 have blue fractions that may be
lower than expected, especially considering the high redshift
of RXJ0910. Their blue fractions are comparable to the most
passive LSS populations, despite their spectral signatures in-
dicating more actively star-forming galaxy populations (See
Section 5). The issue here may be insufficient completeness
in the blue cloud. Indeed, when we include galaxies with only
photometric redshifts in calculating the blue fractions, these
LSSs have blue fractions of 27.8 % and 34.6 %, respectively.
These can be compared to RXJ1757 and RXJ1821, which,
as members of the Passive sub-sample, may be expected
to have relatively low blue fractions based on their spec-
tral properties. RXJ0910 in particular should have a higher
blue fraction than these two LSSs considering its consider-
ably higher redshift. We do find this to be the case, mea-
suring blue fractions of 28.8 % and 27.3 % for RXJ1757 and
RXJ1821, respectively, when galaxies with only photomet-
ric redshifts are included. This implies that RXJ1716 and
RXJ0910 have more active star formation than the uncor-
rected blue fractions in Table 5 suggest.
5 SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
Eventually, we want to learn about the properties of the
average AGN host galaxy in each LSS. First, we need a
baseline to compare that to, which is the average proper-
ties of the average galaxy in the overall population. We can
accomplish this using coadded spectra, through which we
can examine the average star formation and starburst histo-
ries of our sample. We coadded all individual spectra from
each LSS into a single composite spectrum, using the cutoff
of MRed < −20.9 described in Section 4.1, according to the
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Table 4. Spectroscopic and X-ray Catalog Information
LSS Spectroscopic Spectroscopic X-ray Sources, X-ray Sources, Attempted Confirmed
Targets Redshiftsa >3σ (>2σ)b Matchedc Redshiftsd Redshiftsa
RCS0224 619 507 119(138) 92(106) 7(8) 7(8)
Cl0849 926 522 183(214) 120(143) 26(31) 13(17)
RXJ0910 991 750 218(248) 125(141) 43(46) 27(30)
RXJ1221 681 535 133(156) 81(96) 33(36) 19(22)
Cl1350 828 638 85(101) 53(66) 23(27) 17(21)
RXJ1757 970 757 84(98) 59(65) 38(40) 22(24)
SC1604 2445 1849 144(179) 101(125) 44(50) 27(30)
SG0023 1155 943 92(109) 66(80) 43(51) 29(35)
SC1324 1690 1352 179(215) 122(140) 49(60) 33(41)
RXJ1821 744 626 95(110) 63(72) 44(49) 24(29)
RXJ1716 828 571 95(118) 80(94 ) 23(29) 10(11)
RXJ1053 704 410 115(131) 82(94) 22(25) 7(8)
a Only includes high quality redshifts.
b Includes sources with a significance >3σ (>2σ) in at least one of the three bands: soft, hard, or full.
c X-ray sources matched to optical counterparts.
d Includes all X-ray sources that were targeted for spectroscopy, regardless of the quality of measured redshift.
method of Lemaux et al. (2009, 2012). We use three spectral
features as our main probes of star formation history: the
[O II ] doublet, at 3726-3729A˚, the Hδ line, at 4102A˚, and the
4000A˚ break. Each of these features probes a different star
formation regime. The [O II ] emission line is often used as an
indicator of current star formation, especially when the Hα
line is too redshifted for use, as with optical spectrography
(Poggianti et al. 1999). Caution must be exercised when us-
ing the [O II ] line, since [O II ] emission can also be created
through LINER and Seyfert processes (See, e.g., Yan et al.
2006; Lemaux et al. 2010; Kocevski et al. 2012, Lemaux et
al. (2016, in prep.)).
While populations of young O stars can create strong
Balmer and [O II ] emission, galaxies with continua domi-
nated instead by older A and B stars tend to exhibit Hδ
absorption (Poggianti & Barbaro 1997). Due to the lifetime
of these stars, the Hδ line is therefore an indicator of star
formation in the past ∼ 1 Gyr. The 4000A˚ break, quantita-
tively measured as Dn(4000), also measures time since the
most recent star formation event, as it increases with the
mean stellar age (Kauffmann et al. 2003), and is relatively
insensitive to changes in dust and stellar-phase metallicity
(Lemaux et al. 2012).
Our measurements of Dn(4000) and the [O II ] and Hδ
equivalent widths5 for the composite spectra of all LSSs are
shown in Table 5. Additionally, these are plotted in Figure
2. In the left panel, EW([O II ]) is plotted versus EW(Hδ).
The four regions on the plot, delineated by the vertical
line and the upper dashed line, are based on the spectral
types of Dressler et al. (1999) and Poggianti et al. (1999),
using low redshift galaxies. Starting from the lower right and
moving clockwise, they correspond to star-forming galaxies,
quiescent galaxies, post-starburst galaxies, and starbursting
galaxies. The dashed lines are derived from Dressler et al.
(2004), and enclose 95% of normal star-forming galaxies. In
the right panel, Dn(4000) is plotted versus EW(Hδ). The
shaded regions are areas in this phase space spanned by
a range of models derived from Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
5 Equivalent widths are measured using the bandpass method.
Additionally, EW(Hδ) measurements are corrected for infill.
and Bruzual (2007). The models use either a Salpeter or
Chabrier initial mass function, a stellar extinction of 0 6
Es (B − V ) 6 0.25, and have stellar-phase metallicites of
Z = 0.4Z⊙, Z⊙. The models have either a single burst, or a
secondary burst of varing intensity. The four different shaded
regions represent models with differing times since the last
starburst event, shown in the legend.
With these spectral measurements, the LSSs in our sam-
ple are differentiated into several sub-samples. The compos-
ites of the highest redshift LSSs have the highest average
EW([O II ]) and EW(Hδ). On average, these LSSs appear to
have the highest levels of star formation in our sample, and
the average member galaxy is likely currently starbursting.
This is supported by the Dn(4000) measurements, where
the average member galaxies of these LSSs have some of the
lowest times since the last starburst event. This sub-sample
is followed by SG0023 and SC1604, which also appear to
have a galaxy population which is star-forming, on average,
although at lower levels than the high-redshift sub-sample,
and these populations have shorter average times since the
last starburst event.
RCS0224, RXJ1221, Cl1350, RXJ1757, and RXJ1821
make up a sub-sample of LSSs with quiescent galaxy popu-
lations. With the lowest EW([O II ]) and EW(Hδ) and the
largest Dn(4000) values, the galaxy populations of these
LSSs seem to be passive on average and have the longest
times since the last starburst event. In an intermediate range
are SC1324 and RXJ1716. The average EW(Hδ) measure-
ments for members of these LSSs lie near the boundary be-
tween quiescent and star-forming. Additionally, the average
time since last starburst appears to be in between those for
the actively more actively star-forming SG0023 and SC1604
LSSs and the passive sub-sample of LSSs.
6 SUMMARY OF GLOBAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Our analysis of the optical colors and average spectral prop-
erties suggests that our sample can be roughly broken up
into four sub-samples of LSSs that are roughly similar.
The highest redshift LSSs in our sample (Cl0849, RXJ0910,
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Table 5. LSS Average Spectral Properties and Blue Fractions
LSS EW([O II ]) EW(Hδ) Dn(4000) Blue Fraction
a
A˚ A˚
SG0023 -7.7 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.1 1.486 ± 0.002 0.35
RCS0224 -2.2 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1 1.360 ± 0.002 0.27
Cl0849 -11.9 ± 0.3 5.8 ± 0.2 1.213 ± 0.006 0.51
RXJ0910 -8.7± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.1 1.382 ± 0.004 0.26
RXJ1053 -5.9± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.2 1.541 ± 0.007 0.42
RXJ1221 -1.4± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1 1.638 ± 0.003 0.19
SC1324 -5.3 ± 0.1 2.28 ± 0.04 1.491 ± 0.002 0.32
Cl1350 -1.8± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 1.546 ± 0.003 0.23
SC1604 -8.2± 0.1 3.3 ± 0.1 1.352 ± 0.002 0.38
RXJ1716 -4.1± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 1.575 ± 0.003 0.18
RXJ1757 -2.0± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.1 1.434 ± 0.004 0.16
RXJ1821 -3.1± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 1.515 ± 0.003 0.23
a Blue fraction is defined here as the fraction of galaxies below the bounds of
the red sequence, and with MRed < −20.9. See Section 4.1 for more details.
Figure 2.Measurements of spectral features for the composite spectra of each LSS in our sample are shown. Left: EW([O II ]) and EW(Hδ)
measurements are shown. The four regions on the plot are based on the spectral types of Dressler et al. (1999) and Poggianti et al. (1999),
using low redshift galaxies. The dashed lines are derived from Dressler et al. (2004), and enclose 95% of normal star-forming galaxies.
Right: EW(Hδ) and Dn(4000) measurements are shown. Additionally, regions are plotted which represent a range of post-starburst
models derived from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) and Bruzual (2007). The models use either a Salpeter or Chabrier initial mass function,
a stellar extinction of 0 6 Es (B − V ) 6 0.25, and either stellar-phase metallicities of Z = 0.4Z⊙, Z⊙. Models have either a single burst,
with exponential declining star formation (τ = 10 Myr) or include a secondary burst, occurring 2-3 Gyr after the initial starburst event,
creating 5-100% of the galaxy’s stellar mass or new stars.
RXJ1053) are the bluest and have the most actively star-
forming galaxy populations on average. In fact, significant
fractions of actively starbursting galaxies may be present.
Hereafter, we will refer to this sub-sample as the High-z
LSSs. The galaxy populations of SG0023 & SC1604, simi-
larly, are relatively blue and actively forming stars, on av-
erage, although not quite to the extent of the High-z LSSs.
While there may appear to be similarities between these sub-
samples, our later X-ray analysis shows marked differences
between the AGNs in SG0023 & SC1604 and the High-z
LSSs, justifying a separate analysis.
Five of the LSSs (RCS0224, RXJ1221, Cl1350,
RXJ1757, and RXJ1821) appear to house the most quiescent
member populations based on our spectral measurements,
and they have the lowest blue fractions. We will call this sub-
sample the Passive LSSs6. This leaves SC1324 and RXJ1716.
As mentioned earlier, the spectral properties of these LSSs
place their star formation activity at a level higher than
the average galaxy in the Passive LSSs, but still lower than
SG0023 & SC1604. The higher blue fraction in SC1324 also
seems to show it may have more active star formation than
the Passive sub-sample. While RXJ1716 seems to have a
rather low blue fraction, correcting for completeness using
photometric redshifts implies it has a blue fraction at least
no lower than the Passive sub-sample (see Section 4.1). We
6 Note that ‘Passive’ is used here in a relative sense. The galaxy
populations of these LSSs have less star formation activity than
the rest of our sample, on average. We do not mean to imply that
the average galaxy in these LSSs has negligible star formation.
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analyze SC1324 and RXJ1716 together, and refer to them
as the Intermediate sub-sample.
7 AGN AND HOST PROPERTIES
Using optical sources with redshifts with quality flags of Q =
3 or 4 and the results of our optical matching, we were able
to identify X-ray sources that are members of the LSSs in
our sample (see Table 4). In total, we find 61 AGNs across all
LSSs. 18 of these are in the Passive sub-sample, 12 are in the
Intermediate sub-sample, 7 in SG0023, 10 in SC1604, and
14 are in the High-z sub-sample. Note that these numbers
include all sources detected at a >2σ level in at least one of
the three X-ray passbands (see Table 6), and seven out of
the 61 AGNs were detected at lower than the 3σ level.
7.1 Spatial Distribution
Examining the spatial distribution of AGNs located within
each cluster can give insight into what processes triggered
their nuclear activity. Their positions and characteristics are
given in Table 6.
We find AGNs distributed across our LSSs. They are
represented in dense cluster cores, in galaxy groups, on the
outskirts of groups and clusters, and within the redshift
bounds of our LSSs, but not associated with any particular
cluster or group. These different regimes can be delineated
and analyzed using a phase space metric that accounts for
separations both on the sky and in radial velocity.
In Figure 3, we plot rnorm = r/r200 versus vnorm =
|∆v| /σv for all spectroscopically confirmed members of our
LSSs. Here, r is the the projected distance to a group or
cluster, while r200 is for that same group or cluster. ∆v is
the difference in line-of-sight velocity between that galaxy
and a group or cluster, while σv is the velocity dispersion
for that same group or cluster, calculated within 0.5 Mpc of
its center (See Ascaso et al. (2014) for details on calculating
velocity dispersions.). It has been shown that, on diagrams
such as these, lines of constant p = rnorm×vnorm, sometimes
called caustic lines, are useful for separating out different
cluster populations, such as members in the virialized cores
and infalling populations (See, e.g., Mamon et al. 2004;
Gill, Knebe & Gibson 2005; Haines et al. 2012; Noble et al.
2013). Haines et al. (2012) stacked 30 clusters from the Mil-
lenium Simulation, finding that galaxies that had been ac-
creted into the clusters at earlier times, which should include
mostly galaxies in the cluster cores, tended to be located in-
side caustic lines with lower values of p, while those accreted
at later times, which should include infalling populations,
were located outside caustic lines, having higher values of p.
For each galaxy, p must be calculated relative to a spe-
cific group or cluster. Since our sample contains a substantial
subset of galaxies that are not close to any group or cluster,
it is not always clear which object should be used for these
references. To determine which group or cluster should be
used for reference, p was calculated for each galaxy relative
to all groups and clusters, and the smallest value for p was
retained.
In Figure 3, lines corresponding to p = 0.1, 0.4, and 2
are plotted. As in Noble et al. (2013), galaxies with p < 0.1
are likely in a dense cluster or group core and have had time
Figure 3. For each point, distance to the nearest cluster is plotted
on the sky versus the difference in radial velocity. The nearest
cluster is defined as the one with the lowest value of r/r200 ×
|∆v| /σv . See Section 7.1 for more details. AGNs are plotted with
small circles, while all spectroscopically confirmed members of
LSSs in our sample are plotted with small circles. AGNs and all
sources that lie below the field of view of the plot are shown at
the bottom with triangles and carets, respectively. Three lines of
constant p = r/r200 × |∆v| /σv are plotted.
to viriliaze, while those with p > 0.4 (and, in our case, < 2)
are likely part of recently-accreted infalling populations. The
region 0.1 < p < 0.4 is an intermediate region. Because
of our different scope (we include a substantial number of
galaxies in our sample at larger spatial and/or velocity dis-
tances from the nearest group or cluster), we also include
the caustic line at p = 2. Galaxies with p > 2 are likely not
associated with any group or cluster. In Figure 4, we plot the
fraction of galaxies in each of the four regions created with
our three caustic lines. The distributions are shown for all
spectroscopically confirmed galaxies, and for just the X-ray
sources. We can see that the distributions look similar, which
is confirmed by a KS test. This suggests that AGNs follow
the overall distribution of galaxies with respect to groups
and clusters. This implies that triggering mechanisms are at
most weakly dependent on global environment, at least in
relation to the four regimes probed here: dense cluster cores,
intermediate regions, infalling populations, and our ‘super-
field’ populations (p > 2) not associated with any particular
group or cluster.
7.2 AGN Host Galaxy Colors
Figure 1 presents color-magnitude diagrams, which are de-
scribed in Section 4.1, for all LSSs. Confirmed AGN mem-
bers of the LSSs are shown with red diamonds. While many
AGN hosts lie on the red sequence, there are also a number
just below it, in the green valley. Generally, the green val-
ley is sparsely populated compared to the red sequence and
blue cloud, and may be a transitional region where blue
galaxies are evolving onto the red sequence (Faber et al.
2007). Previous work, including Kocevski et al. (2009b),
Rumbaugh et al. (2012) and a number of wide-field surveys
(Sa´nchez et al. 2004; Nandra et al. 2007; Georgakakis et al.
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Table 6. AGN Summary
LSS Num. R.A. (J2000) Dec. (J2000) z Lx (soft)
a Lx (hard)
a Lx (full)
a Detection Sig.(σ) pb RSOc
SG0023 1 00 24 10.9 +04 29 23.5 0.823 6.2 51.0 43.4 12.28 29.67 1.89
SG0023 2 00 24 15.5 +04 23 09.1 0.829 8.3 d 19.8 9.64 7.11 -0.71
SG0023 3 00 23 54.9 +04 25 24.6 0.830 0.7 7.1 5.5 3.37 10.41 -0.28
SG0023 4 00 24 09.4 +04 22 41.1 0.841 25.0 36.2 77.1 33.20 0.36 6.28
SG0023 5 00 23 52.2 +04 22 59.8 0.844 25.7 109.8 119.5 50.01 0.20 3.09
SG0023 6 00 23 45.6 +04 22 59.4 0.850 9.7 21.4 37.5 19.84 0.68 4.91
SG0023 7 00 24 07.6 +04 27 26.9 0.854 3.3 d 10.5 4.16 12.36 2.00
RCS0224 1 02 24 36.9 -01 53 56.5 0.774 7.8 25.4 30.6 45.19 0.19 7.68
RCS0224 2 02 24 38.2 -01 53 49.7 0.778 0.8 d 2.1 3.13 0.01 -0.11
RCS0224 3 02 24 37.3 -01 55 02.4 0.778 0.2 29.2 11.5 24.68 0.02 1.66
RCS0224 4 02 24 39.8 -01 54 30.7 0.781 0.8 2.4 3.5 5.20 0.20 -0.22
Cl0849 1 08 49 04.1 +44 56 47.3 1.263 1.3 16.0 10.5 9.79 0.62 0.49
Cl0849 2 08 48 58.8 +44 56 21.8 1.263 1.8 9.8 10.5 10.21 0.58 0.53
Cl0849 3 08 49 05.3 +44 52 04.4 1.265 2.1 56.7 31.9 24.50 2.28 1.74
Cl0849 4 08 49 03.9 +44 50 25.2 1.274 1.2 11.3 8.7 6.19 4.87 -0.48
RXJ0910 1 09 10 40.9 +54 20 08.8 1.096 d 10.9 4.9 6.06 0.99 2.15
RXJ0910 2 09 10 48.2 +54 22 30.0 1.097 1.0 d 3.8 4.35 0.19 -0.25
RXJ0910 3 09 10 42.8 +54 20 11.0 1.099 0.7 7.4 5.1 6.57 0.52 0.24
RXJ0910 4 09 09 54.0 +54 17 55.1 1.101 d 22.7 13.3 8.10 0.45 1.54
RXJ0910 5 09 10 34.9 +54 24 54.9 1.102 1.0 d 2.7 2.79 0.14 0.01
RXJ0910 6 09 09 55.7 +54 18 14.6 1.102 2.5 20.7 16.5 10.68 0.01 2.02
RXJ0910 7 09 09 45.2 +54 16 33.9 1.105 d 13.4 7.7 3.34 1.84 1.13
RXJ0910 8 09 10 42.8 +54 20 37.2 1.106 0.7 8.2 6.7 8.38 0.65 2.05
RXJ0910 9 09 10 04.9 +54 17 36.6 1.117 1.0 d 5.2 3.52 3.77 0.44
RXJ1053 1 10 53 39.6 +57 36 48.6 1.125 1.8 d 5.5 4.99 5.23 5.77
RXJ1221 1 12 21 51.4 +49 19 29.7 0.692 1.2 9.1 7.6 8.16 3.55 1.72
RXJ1221 2 12 21 49.0 +49 12 49.0 0.696 0.4 2.9 2.4 3.33 1.37 3.88
RXJ1221 3 12 21 00.9 +49 20 38.7 0.698 d 18.1 8.9 7.98 1.23 1.76
RXJ1221 4 12 21 56.1 +49 13 45.7 0.699 d 5.9 3.0 3.67 0.25 0.97
SC1324 1 13 24 51.5 +30 12 42.6 0.660 1.1 d 2.2 2.51 7.48 2.12
SC1324 2 13 24 36.6 +30 23 17.4 0.662 1.1 8.0 6.8 4.28 27.25 2.02
SC1324 3 13 24 38.6 +30 58 08.3 0.676 2.8 d 7.6 5.20 5.49 2.15
SC1324 4 13 24 52.9 +30 52 18.0 0.697 1.3 d 3.0 2.64 0.97 1.67
SC1324 5 13 24 52.0 +30 50 51.5 0.700 d 13.2 6.6 6.47 4.30 1.09
SC1324 6 13 24 50.6 +30 56 24.2 0.702 0.7 5.7 4.2 3.10 1.49 0.36
SC1324 7 13 25 08.7 +30 52 13.5 0.757 1.5 d 4.4 2.69 2.15 0.94
SC1324 8 13 24 28.8 +30 53 19.5 0.778 1.5 d 4.4 2.62 51.71 0.75
Cl1350 1 13 49 34.4 +60 02 28.1 0.798 2.6 65.6 38.5 12.95 1.09 1.11
Cl1350 2 13 50 46.0 +60 07 00.9 0.802 d 18.0 10.5 7.01 0.04 0.71
Cl1350 3 13 50 50.1 +60 08 03.3 0.807 2.2 3.8 7.4 5.21 0.34 -0.69
SC1604 1 16 04 23.9 +43 11 25.8 0.867 12.7 24.1 47.2 28.11 0.63 4.30
SC1604 2 16 04 25.9 +43 12 45.3 0.871 6.3 11.3 21.1 11.78 1.02 1.42
SC1604 3 16 04 24.0 +43 04 35.1 0.899 d d 5.9 2.21 0.07 -0.11
SC1604 4 16 04 15.6 +43 10 16.6 0.900 17.2 37.5 62.7 13.16 1.55 1.76
SC1604 5 16 04 37.7 +43 08 58.0 0.900 1.1 6.5 6.2 3.02 1.59 e
SC1604 6 16 04 06.1 +43 18 07.7 0.913 13.4 27.7 45.8 22.64 2.31 0.99
SC1604 7 16 04 36.7 +43 21 41.1 0.923 6.3 19.4 26.5 10.50 0.04 3.52
SC1604 8 16 04 01.4 +43 13 51.1 0.927 11.2 31.8 44.8 19.32 0.97 e
SC1604 9 16 04 05.2 +43 15 20.8 0.934 3.2 d 10.3 5.12 0.00 1.01
SC1604 10 16 04 10.9 +43 21 11.2 0.935 1.1 11.9 8.9 3.50 0.13 -0.97
RXJ1716 1 17 16 37.8 +67 07 30.3 0.805 2.7 5.3 9.2 5.26 0.40 0.09
RXJ1716 2 17 17 03.9 +67 08 59.2 0.809 d 7.9 5.1 3.68 0.14 2.14
RXJ1716 3 17 16 24.4 +67 05 28.6 0.816 d 9.9 4.9 2.44 0.74 1.95
RXJ1716 4 17 16 41.9 +67 06 07.0 0.821 d 8.2 5.7 3.06 0.97 0.09
RXJ1757 1 17 57 25.2 +66 31 50.7 0.693 2.2 7.1 8.7 7.17 0.03 2.57
RXJ1757 2 17 57 07.5 +66 30 18.6 0.707 2.5 4.1 8.4 6.97 4.68 5.89
RXJ1821 1 18 21 07.7 +68 23 39.3 0.813 2.1 d 6.2 2.76 0.73 0.04
RXJ1821 2 18 21 36.6 +68 30 02.1 0.814 3.2 d 9.1 5.46 0.27 2.65
RXJ1821 3 18 21 02.8 +68 25 07.3 0.820 1.2 10.7 8.7 4.62 0.48 2.47
RXJ1821 4 18 21 23.9 +68 26 32.9 0.822 2.0 d 7.7 4.42 0.37 0.59
RXJ1821 5 18 21 27.0 +68 32 34.7 0.824 8.2 14.1 25.9 12.15 1.40 0.22
aRest frame X-ray luminosity in units of 1042 ergs s−1. Soft, hard, and full bands are defined as 0.5-2.0, 2.0-7.0, and 0.5-7.0 keV, respectively.
bPhase space metric, defined in Section 7.1 as the product of the scaled distances on the sky and in velocity space to nearest group or cluster.
cScaled offset from the center of the red sequence fit in units of red sequence half-widths. Refer to Sections 4.1 and 7.2.
dUndetected in respective band.
eRed sequence offsets for SC1604 AGN hosts were only calculated for those with ACS imaging.
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Figure 4. Plotted are histograms of p = r/r200 × |∆v| /σv for
AGNs (filled bars) and all spectroscopically confirmed members
of LSSs in our sample (unfilled bars). For more details on how p
is measured, see Section 7.1. The four bins are separated by the
same lines of constant p as plotted in Figure 3, at p = 0.1, 0.4,
and 2.
2008; Silverman et al. 2008), has found an association be-
tween active galaxies and the green valley. While an asso-
ciation with this region could have a number of different
implications, we examined color offsets of the AGN hosts
from the red sequence to quantify this association.
To calculate red sequence offsets (RS offsets), we used
the fits to the CMDs described in Section 4.1. For a given
galaxy, the RS offset is defined as the vertical distance above
the center of the red sequence, divided by the half-width of
the red sequence. The half-width is defined here as the verti-
cal distance from the center of the red sequence to its bound-
ary, so the red sequence ranges from an RS offset of -1.0 to
1.0. Histograms of RS offsets are shown in Figure 5. The top
panel shows only SC1604, while the bottom panel shows all
LSSs (including SC1604). For SC1604, the CMDs were con-
structed using ACS colors7. Since ACS data were only avail-
able for SC1604, the other diagrams were constructed using
our so-called supercolor parameterization of the R, I , and Z
colors, described in Section 4.1. The RS offsets therefore use
the ACS colors for SC1604 and the supercolors for all other
LSSs. Because SC1604 used a different color scheme, and
because it has a very well-defined blue cloud unlike many
other members of our sample, we plot it by itself in the top
panel of 5. The nature of the red sequence offsets allows
us to easily compare the different color schemes, and the
different LSSs with different red sequence fits. In the bot-
tom panel of 5, we plot the RS offsets for all of our sample,
including SC1604. For both plots, the distribution of AGN
hosts only is shown with the darker red histograms. All other
7 Note that the ACS spatial coverage is smaller than the LFC
coverage, meaning two of the SC1604 AGNs are not included
in our color analyses. We do not expect the omission of these
two AGNs to significantly affect our results, as these two excised
AGNs did not have exceptional X-ray luminosities or LFC colors
compared to the other SC1604 AGNs.
spectroscopically confirmed members of the LSSs are shown
with the blue, lighter, transparent histograms. For the AGN
hosts, the number in each bin are plotted, as shown on the
left axes. For all LSS members, the percentage in each bin
is shown on the right axes. The AGN histograms are scaled
so that both the left and right y-axis labels apply.
In the top plot, we can see that the overall galaxy popu-
lation in SC1604 is bimodal: it has a well-formed blue cloud
and red sequence, with associated peaks in the red sequence
offset, with a trough in between, which represents the green
valley. From this plot, the approximate area of the green
valley is a red sequence offset between -3 and -1. In SC1604,
38% of AGN hosts lie in this region, while only 19% of the
rest of the galaxies do. This is a marked difference, although
the small number of AGNs mean it is not significant.
In contrast, looking at our entire sample in the bottom
plot, there is no bimodality in the overall galaxy distribu-
tion. This is likely because many of the LSSs in our sample
do not have well-formed blue clouds, meaning we see no peak
at lower red sequence offsets values as in the SC1604 distri-
bution. However, AGNs still appear to be over-represented
just below the red sequence. For SC1604, the green valley
appeared to be between a red sequence offset of -3 and -1.
If we consider this same region, we have 44% of the AGN
population and only 27% of the overall population. While
a KS test finds that the two distributions in the lower plot
differ at less than a 90% confidence level, the results are
still suggestive of a link between the green valley region and
AGN activity.
7.3 Spectral Analysis of AGN Hosts
To investigate the connection between AGN activity and
star formation, we created composite spectra of the AGN
hosts, as in Section 5. The spectra for all AGNs (with Lx >
1042.5erg s−1, see Section 7.5 and Section A1) in each of the
four sub-samples (Passive, Intermediate, SG0023+SC1604,
and High-z) were coadded into a composite spectrum. These
coadditions are necessary because of the small number of
AGNs in most LSSs. Measurements of the spectral features
of each of the four composite spectra are shown in Table 7.
In addition, the EW(Hδ) and Dn(4000) values are plotted in
Figure 6, along with evolutionary tracks for post-starburst
galaxies described in Section 5.
All four sub-samples have significant [O II ] emission.
While [O II ] emission can be used as a proxy for ongoing star
formation, in all cases, it is likely that most or a significant
portion of this emission is from the AGNs themselves. In
SC1604, six AGNs were analyzed by Kocevski et al. (2009a)
using the Keck II Near-infrared Echelle Spectrograph (NIR-
SPEC; McLean et al. 1998). Five of these AGN hosts had
[N2]/Hα ratios too high for normal star-forming galaxies,
leaving AGNs as the most likely explanation for the source of
the [O II ] emission. The average galaxies in the overall pop-
ulations of the Passive and Intermediate sub-samples had
low to middling star formation rates, which are highly un-
likely to create the observed EW([O II ]) measurements. The
galaxy population in High-z sub-sample was the bluest and
had the most star formation, and we now find that their
AGN hosts have the strongest [O II ] emission. This could
be because their AGNs themselves have the strongest emis-
sion. In that case, we might expect to find more X-ray lumi-
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Figure 5. Histograms of the red sequence offsets are shown. The
red sequence offset is defined as the distance below the center of
the red sequence on a CMD, divided by half the width of the
red sequence. The red histogram show the number of AGN hosts,
while the lighter, blue, transparent histograms show the distribu-
tions for all spectroscopically confirmed member galaxies in our
sample. The top plot shows the distributions for just the SC1604
LSS, while the bottom plot shows the distributions for the full
sample (including SC1604). The red sequence, green valley, and
blue cloud approximately correspond to red sequence offsets of
−1 < ∆RS < 1, −3 < ∆RS < −1, ∆RS < −3 on these plots.
nous AGNs in the High-z sub-sample compared to SG0023
& SC1604 which have much weaker [O II ] emission. How-
ever, as we discuss later in Section 7.5, we find the opposite.
Along with the blue colors and strong star formation in the
overall galaxy population, it is likely that star formation is
contributing to the high EW([O II ]) measurements for the
High-z sub-sample. Even so, because of the likely strong con-
tribution to the EW([O II ]) measurements from AGNs in all
cases, we cannot deduce much about the star formation in
the AGN hosts based on this spectral feature.
As described in Section 5, the Hδ line can be used as
a proxy for recent star formation, as it tracks the A and B
stellar population. While strong Hδ absorption indicates re-
cent star formation, weak absorption can indicate either an
older stellar population where A and B stars have died out,
or a very young population dominated by O stars. Analysis
in conjunction with the 4000A˚ break can break this degen-
eracy, as a larger Dn(4000) measurement correlates with an
Figure 6. EW(Hδ) and Dn(4000) measurements are plotted
against each other for the composite spectra composed of the
AGNs in each of the Passive, Intermediate, and High-z sub-
samples and SG0023 & SC1604. Additionally, the evolutionary
tracks for post-starburst galaxies based on a range of models and
initial parameters are displayed. The legend notes the time since
last starburst event for galaxies in each region. See Section 5 for
more details.
older stellar population. If we examine Figure 6, we see the
average AGN host in SG0023 & SC1604 has little Hδ ab-
sorption and a low Dn(4000) measurement. This places the
average host in these LSSs near the beginning of the post-
starburst evolutionary tracks, meaning a starburst event is
either ongoing or has just ended. This is consistent with the
relatively blue colors and star formation activity in the av-
erage galaxy in the overall populations, although the AGN
hosts are much more active.
The AGN hosts in the High-z sub-sample have a high
average EW(Hδ) and a larger value of Dn(4000) than for
SG0023 & SC1604. The average High-z host has had a star-
burst within the last 100-500 Myr, according to these mea-
surements. This is less time than the average galaxy in the
overall population of these LSSs, although it is only about
equal to Cl0849, which appears to be the most actively star-
forming LSS in our sample. We see a similar trend for the
Intermediate and Passive AGN hosts. In both cases the av-
erage AGN host in these sub-samples has a larger EW(Hδ)
and a smaller Dn(4000). At this point on the evolutionary
tracks, this indicates a smaller time since last starburst.
We can conclude that, in all cases, the average AGN
host has had less time since its last starburst event than the
overlying galaxy population. It is also notable that, while the
average High-z galaxy has had less time since last starburst
than the average galaxy in SG0023 or SC1604, the opposite
is true of AGN hosts, with those in SG0023 & SC1604 hav-
ing the least average time since last starburst. This seems
to be because of the exceptional activity level in SG0023 &
SC1604 AGN hosts. In the other three sub-samples, the av-
erage AGN host still had less time since last starburst than
the average galaxy in the overall population, but the differ-
ences were moderate in comparison. This suggests that there
is something exceptional about the AGN hosts in SG0023 &
SC1604.
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Table 7. AGN Hosts’ Average Spectral Properties
Sub-Sample EW([O II ]) EW(Hδ) Dn(4000)
Passive -7.1 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.2 1.30 ± 0.01
Intermediate -8.4 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.01
SG0023+SC1604 -8.0 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 1.21 ± 0.01
High-z -12.2 ± 0.5 6.6 ± 0.4 1.21 ± 0.01
7.4 Close Kinematic Pairs
To investigate a connection between AGN triggering and
galaxy interactions, we can locate close kinematic pairs
(CKPs), which we define as two galaxies within 70 h−1
kpc on the sky and within 350 km s−1, typical val-
ues for identifying close pairs (See, e.g., Nazaryan et al.
2014; Robotham et al. 2014; Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2015;
Wisnioski et al. 2015; Contini et al. 2016), using our spec-
troscopic sample. While galaxies that have recently under-
gone a merger may not have a close kinematic pair, as the
two galaxies may have coalesced, or they may still be too
close together to resolve, galaxies that have recently had a
more minor interaction should be more likely to lie in close
proximity, as should galaxies that will soon undergo interac-
tions. While this analysis cannot tell us which specific galax-
ies have recently merged or interacted, it can tell us which
LSSs have galaxy interactions happening more frequently,
since their galaxy populations should have more pairs of
galaxies either about to undergo interactions or having re-
cently undergone interactions that did not result in coales-
cence, and thus appearing as CKPs. In short, CKP fraction
is a proxy here for how likely the average galaxy in a LSS is
to have recently undergone a merger, even though we cannot
tell if an individual AGN host has recently interacted.
The percentages of AGNs and all spectroscopically con-
firmed galaxies in each sub-sample with CKPs are shown in
Table 8. Although only a handful of AGN hosts in our sam-
ple have a CKP, SG0023 & SC1604 have large fractions of
AGN hosts with CKPs. At 35% of the AGN population in
these LSSs, this is over twice the percentage of AGNs with
CKPs in any of the other three sub-samples. In fact, at 21%,
the fraction of CKPs in the overall galaxy population in
SG0023 & SC1604 is the highest out of our sample8, as well.
Also, while the low number of AGNs in our LSSs means the
fraction with CKPs has a high uncertainty, the combined
fraction of AGNs in the Passive, Intermediate, and High-z
sub-samples is more precise, and is still only 11%, consider-
ably lower than for SG0023 & SC1604.
In addition to comparing between our sub-samples, we
can also look at the field galaxies in our sample. For this
analysis, we considered a field galaxy to be any outside the
redshift bounds of our LSSs, but still within the overall red-
shift bounds of our sample (0.65 < z < 1.28). The fraction
of CKPs in this sample is relatively low, as shown in Table
8, with only 9.5% of the AGN population and 6.7% of the
overall population having CKPs. This is unsurprising, since
the less dense field environment should be less conducive
towards galaxy interactions. And, again, while our sample
is small, the CKP fraction is not significantly higher for the
8 Our photometric redshift catalogs predict that relatively few
CKPs have been missed due to incompleteness, so this is unlikely
to be the cause of the differences observed in Table 8.
Table 8. Close Kinematic Pairs
Sub-Sample Num. of Perc. of Perc. of
AGNs AGNs all Gal.
with CKP with CKP with CKP
Passive 2 11 ± 7 11 ± 2
Intermediate 1 8 ± 11 15 ± 2
SG0023+SC1604 6 35 ± 10 21 ± 2
High-z 2 14 ± 7 6 ± 2
Field 8 9.5 ± 3 6.7 ± 0.6
combined AGN population of the Passive, Intermediate, and
High-z sub-samples than for the field galaxies. For the over-
all populations, the Passive and High-z subsamples also do
not have CKP fractions higher than that for the overall field
population at the 3σ level.
On the other hand, the relatively large number of AGN
hosts with CKPs in SG0023 & SC1604 are likely related to
the large fraction of CKPs in their overall populations. No-
tably, the AGN hosts in these LSSs are alone in having a
CKP fraction significantly above zero. While small number
statistics make the comparison to the other LSS AGN pop-
ulations somewhat uncertain, these results suggest that the
AGN population in SG0023 & SC1604 is influenced by a
higher rate of galaxy interactions among their hosts.
7.5 X-ray Luminosity
In this section, we examine the differences in the X-ray lumi-
nosities of the AGN populations in our sample. We calculate
rest-frame luminosities for X-ray point sources with known
redshifts, using a power law spectral model with a photon
index of γ = 1.4, described in Section 3.
X-ray luminosities for all member AGNs are listed in
Table 6, and the full-band luminosities are displayed in the
left panel of Figure 7. Objects with luminosities below 1042.5
ergs s−1 were cut from the sample because of low complete-
ness in this regime, and the lighter bars in the histogram
represent corrections for completeness. See the Section A1
for more details. The luminosity distributions for the Pas-
sive, Intermediate, and High-z sub-samples all peak in the
lowest luminosity bin, falling off sharply towards the high-
est bin, especially the Intermediate sub-sample, which only
has AGNs in the lowest luminosity bin. The luminosity dis-
tribution for SG0023 & SC1604 is noticeably different from
that of the rest of the AGNs, peaking at high luminosity in
contrast to the other sub-samples. These LSSs have a dis-
proportionate number of AGNs with high luminosities, con-
taining eight out of the ten AGNs with luminosities above
1043.5 ergs s−1. The difference between the distributions is
confirmed by a KS-test at the 3σ level, when comparing the
SG0023 & SC1604 to the distribution of all other AGNs.
Although correcting for our X-ray luminosity limits, as dis-
cussed in Section A1, does slightly alleviate the discrepancy,
it does not explain the discrepancy. With these corrections,
a KS-test finds the SG0023 & SC1604 luminosity to be dif-
ferent from the other sub-samples at the &97% level.
These discrepancies could also be caused by spectro-
scopic incompleteness. It is possible that bluer, more lumi-
nous AGN hosts were missed if redder galaxies evaluated
to be more likely to reside in the LSSs were preferentially
targeted in our slit masks instead. To estimate the number
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of galaxies complete spectroscopy would add, we use our
photometric redshift catalogs, although we can only per-
form the analysis for a subset of our sample as photometric
redshifts have only been calculated for SG0023, RXJ0910,
SC1324, SC1604, RXJ1716, RXJ1757, and RXJ1821 so far.
For each X-ray point source matched to a galaxy in our
photometric catalog without a high quality redshift in the
fields of view of these Chandra observations, we estimated
the probability that source was within the redshift range of
the respective LSS (See Section A2 for more details). Ignor-
ing objects with less than a 5% chance of membership, we
estimate that 0.2, 1.7, 0, 0, 0.8, 0, and 0.2 sources would
be added in SG0023, RXJ0910, SC1324, SC1604, RXJ1716,
RXJ1757, and RXJ1821, respectively, with complete spec-
troscopy. Because these estimates are small (increasing our
sample size, on average, by ∼10%), it is unlikely that spec-
troscopic completeness is causing any discrepancies between
the luminosity distributions of our sub-samples.
In the right panel of Figure 7, we plot the X-ray lumi-
nosities for the field galaxies in our sample, as defined in
Section 7.4. Again, the lighter bars in the histogram repre-
sent corrections for completeness. These AGNs are binned
by redshift to roughly correspond to the redshifts of the
sub-samples we made for our LSS AGNs. The redshift range
0.8 < z < 0.96 roughly corresponds to the combined redshift
range for SG0023 & SC1604. Most of the galaxies in the
Passive sub-sample are at z < 0.8, while only the galaxies
in the High-z sub-sample have redshifts greater than 0.96.
Both similarities and differences can be seen between the
field and LSS AGN luminosity distributions. The z < 0.96
field AGN luminosity distributions, like all of those for the
LSS AGNs except SG0023 & SC1604, peak in the lowest lu-
minosity bin and fall off those higher luminosities, although
they do not appear to fall off as quickly. The z > 0.96 field
AGN luminosity distribution peaks in the second lowest lu-
minosity bin, unique among populations studied here, and
this does not appear to be a product of lower luminosity
limits at higher redshifts. A KS test finds that the z > 0.96
field distribution differs from the z < 0.8 and 0.8 < z < 0.96
field AGN distributions at the 94% and 89% levels, approx-
imately. The z > 0.96 field AGN luminosity distribution
is also found to differ from the Passive, Intermediate, and
High-z sub-samples at the 3σ level by a KS test. KS tests
find that the Intermediate distribution is likely to be dif-
ferent from all field distributions at the 99% level, in fact,
although this is probably related to the peculiar absence of
Lx > 10
43 erg s−1AGNs in these LSSs. None of the other
sub-sample luminosity distributions are found to vary from
those of the z < 0.96 field at a significant level. Addition-
ally, since the SG0023 & SC1604 distribution was found to
be different from the other LSS luminosity distributions, but
was not found to be significantly different from any of the
field distributions, this suggests that the field AGN lumi-
nosity distributions are partway between those of SG0023 &
SC1604 and the other sub-samples.
These differences between the field AGNs and those in
the LSSs could be explained by higher reservoirs of gas in
the field AGNs, which tend to be bluer. This would tend to
create more luminous AGNs, which would explain the milder
falloff toward higher luminosities when compared to the Pas-
sive, Intermediate, and High-z sub-samples. This could also
explain the higher luminosity of the z > 0.96 field AGNs, as
the blue fraction for galaxies tends to increase with redshift.
Because of the low CKP fractions in the field populations,
even at high redshift, it is unlikely that the mechanisms
that create high luminosity AGNs in SG0023 & SC1604 are
doing the same in the field. The similar shape of the LSS
AGNs and z < 0.96 field luminosity distributions (excluding
SG0023 & SC1604) could also indicate that similar process
are triggering AGNs in both samples. The marked difference
between the SG0023 & SC1604 luminosity distributions and
those of all other AGNs suggests different triggering mech-
anisms may be taking precedence, which was also indicated
by the CKP fractions.
7.5.1 Relation to Host Colors and Spectroscopy
In the left panel of Figure 8, we plot the full-band, rest-
frame X-ray luminosities versus the red sequence offsets, as
described in Section 7.2. We have divided the plot into six
regions based on X-ray luminosity and red sequence offsets.
The x-axis is broken up into three regions, delineating, from
left to right, the blue cloud, green valley, and red sequence.
On the y-axis, we break up the plot into two sections based
on luminosity, separating AGNs at Lx = 10
43.3 erg s−1.
This boundary was chosen in Rumbaugh et al. (2012) and
kept for ease of comparison to that work. Almost all of the
red sequence AGNs lie below this line and most of the blue
cloud AGNs lie above it. This result is unsurprising, since
red sequence AGN hosts should have smaller reservoirs of
cold gas for fuel, and should tend to house lower luminos-
ity AGNs, while the opposite would be expected in the blue
cloud. However, the large range of AGN luminosities in the
green valley (red sequence offsets between -3 and -1) is no-
table. While we found previously in Rumbaugh et al. (2012)
that no AGNs inhabited Regions 5 or 6, which correspond to
low luminosity blue AGN hosts and high luminosity hosts
on the red sequence, respectively, we do have a few such
objects in our current sample.
We can examine these regions in further detail by look-
ing at their hosts’ spectra. As in Sections 5 and 7.3, we
coadded the spectra to make composite measurements of the
hosts’ properties. AGNs in each of Regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 were
coadded. The small number of AGNs in Regions 5 and 6 pre-
cluded coaddition. To examine the evolutionary states of the
AGNs in each region, we measured EW(Hδ) and Dn(4000)
for each composite spectrum. The results are plotted in the
right panel of Figure 8. Also plotted are evolutionary tracks
for galaxies for varying time since last starburst.
The low values of EW(Hδ) and Dn(4000) indicate that
the Region 1 AGNs, which are in the blue cloud, have ongo-
ing or very recent starburst events, or concurrent star forma-
tion. In contrast, the Region 4 AGNs, which are on the red
sequence, have had the most time, on average, since the last
starburst event. Intermediate to these are the Region 2 and
3 AGNs. Both have has less time than the Region 4 AGNs
and more time than the Region 1 AGNs since last starburst,
on average. However, the fainter Region 3 AGNs appear to
have had less time since starbursting. This conflicts with
our previous findings presented in Rumbaugh et al. (2012),
which had a smaller sample of 27 AGNs, and where we found
that the average Region 2 AGN host had less time since last
starburst event than for Region 3. The change in the tem-
poral order of the AGNs on the green valley, after increasing
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Figure 7. Histograms of the rest-frame, full-band X-ray luminosities of AGNs in our sample are shown. The x-axis is in log-space,
representing log(Lx). In the left panel, luminosities are shown for all AGNs within the LSSs in our sample, sub-sampled as described
in Section 6. In the right panel, the luminosities for field galaxies in our sample are shown. See Section 7.4 for a description of their
selection. In both plots, corrections for the X-ray luminosity limits are shown with lighter bars. See Section A1 for details about these
completeness calculations.
sample size, may indicate that green valley AGNs across all
luminosities have similar properties, or could be a sign of an
underlying process that is correlated with X-ray luminosity.
We can conclude, though, that AGNs across all parts
of the CMD have had a starburst, on average, within the
last Gyr. There appears to be a close connection between
starbursts and AGN activity, particularly for blue cloud and
green valley galaxies, especially since the EW(Hδ) values are
too large to be attributed to normal star formation. In fact,
there seems to be an evolutionary correlation to the host
galaxy colors, as blue cloud, green valley, and red sequence
AGN hosts have had successively more time since the last
starburst event, on average.
8 DISCUSSION
We studied AGNs and their host galaxies in 12 large-scale
structures in the ORELSE survey. Using Chandra ACIS-I
and ACIS-S observations, we identified X-ray point sources
in our sample, then matched them to our extensive spectro-
scopic catalogs using a maximum likelihood technique de-
scribed in Section 3.4. Our DEIMOS spectroscopic obser-
vations have targeted & 1000 objects per field, on average.
From this data set, we have obtained redshifts for 288 X-
ray point sources, locating 61 AGNs within the LSSs in our
sample.
Our sample spans a wide-range of environments, from
isolated clusters to superclusters, and even includes a sys-
tem of five merging groups. In addition, our redshift range
is from 0.65 to 1.28. These qualities provide an excellent op-
portunity to study AGN activity and triggering mechanisms.
Many of the LSSs in our sample had only a few AGNs, how-
ever. Without sufficient numbers to analyze the LSSs alone,
we separated our sample into four sub-samples, based on the
properties of the LSSs.
To determine how to subdivide our sample, we mea-
sured the average spectral properties of each LSS. We
accomplished this through composite spectra created by
coadding all spectroscopically confirmed members of each
LSS. As described in Section 5, we used the [O II ] and Hδ
lines and the 4000A˚ break to probe star formation histories.
The [O II ] line is a proxy for very recent or ongoing star
formation, caused by O stars dominating the spectrum. The
Hδ line probes recent star formation, characterized by an
older populations of A and B stars, which disappear within
a Gyr. The 4000 A˚ break is a proxy for the average age of
the stellar population. With these metrics, we can identify
five LSSs that make up what we refer to as the Passive sub-
sample. These are mostly isolated clusters at lower redshifts.
The average member galaxies have the smallest values of
EW([O II ]) and EW(Hδ), and the largest average Dn(4000),
indicating an older, quiescent population of galaxies. Addi-
tionally, they have well-defined red sequences and low blue
fractions, which are characteristic of quiescent clusters. This
sub-sample stands in stark contrast to Cl0849, RXJ0910,
and RXJ1053, the highest redshift LSSs in our sample, and
which we refer to as the High-z sub-sample. The average
member galaxies of these LSSs have the largest values of
EW([O II ]) and EW(Hδ), and the lowest average Dn(4000),
indicating they are the most active LSS galaxy populations
in our sample, substantiated by the large blue fractions. In
Rumbaugh et al. (2012), we found SG0023 and SC1604 to
be the most active LSSs. While their spectral properties put
them at a lower level of average star formation than the
High-z sub-sample, and they are not quite as blue, they are
still more active than the rest of our sample, so we placed
them into their own sub-sample. We are left with SC1324
and RXJ1716. These two LSSs straddle the line between a
quiescent and star-forming average galactic population, in
between the Passive sub-sample and SG0023 & SC1604. As
such, we christened them the Intermediate Sub-Sample.
As we explore triggering mechanisms, we first discuss
the colors of the AGN host galaxies, which provide valuable
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Figure 8. Left: Offsets from the red sequence for each AGN host are plotted against the AGN’s full-band, rest-frame X-ray luminosity.
See Section 7.2 for an explanation of the calculation of the red sequence offsets and Section 7.5 for discussion of X-ray luminosities. The
dashed lines separate the galaxies and their AGNs into six regions. Regions 4 and 6 make up the red sequence, Regions 2 and 3 represent
the green valley, and Regions 1 and 5 are the blue cloud. Right: EW(Hδ) and Dn(4000)measurements are plotted for the composite
spectra for the AGNs in Regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the left panel. Additionally, evolutionary tracks for post-starburst galaxies based on a
range of models are displayed. The legend notes the time since last starburst event for galaxies in each region. See Section 5 for more
details.
information on the properties of the host. On a CMD,
galaxies tend to form bimodal distributions, where redder,
more quiescent galaxies congregate on the red sequence,
and bluer, more active galaxies form the blue cloud. In
between is the sparsely populated green valley, which
may be a transitional region where blue galaxies are
rapidly evolving onto the red sequence after quenching
star formation (Faber et al. 2007). Some studies have
found a correlation between AGN activity and location
in the green valley (Sa´nchez et al. 2004; Nandra et al.
2007; Georgakakis et al. 2008; Silverman et al. 2008;
Kocevski et al. 2009b; Rumbaugh et al. 2012), although
some studies using stellar mass-matched galaxy samples
do not see the correlation (See, e.g., Silverman et al. 2009;
Xue et al. 2010). To examine if our AGN hosts cluster in
certain regions on a CMD, we analyzed their offsets from
the red sequence. After performing fits to the red sequence
for each LSS in our sample, we calculated red sequence
offsets for each galaxy as its distance below the center
of the red sequence, divided by the half-width of the red
sequence. This allowed us to compare colors between our
different LSSs. We found that AGN hosts were indeed
over-represented in the green valley: 44% of the AGN
population was in this region compared to only 27% of the
overall population. However, this result is not particularly
strong, as a KS test estimated the significance of the
difference at less than 90%. When accurate stellar masses
are available for our entire sample, we can determine if this
association is primarily related to higher mass hosts by
comparing to a stellar mass-matched sample.
An association with the green valley on a CMD could
provide evidence for a number of different triggering mech-
anisms. For major mergers an association would be ex-
pected as AGN activity would be coeval with the after-
effects of quenching star formation in blue cloud galaxies.
For scenarios involving rejuvenation of red sequence galax-
ies, AGNs would also tend to lie in the green valley as the
host evolves blueward temporarily. Since different mecha-
nisms could be more prominent in different global environ-
mental regimes (e.g., galaxy mergers may be more likely to
take place in the outskirts of clusters, where infalling pop-
ulations lie), we also examined the spatial distributions of
our AGN hosts. To compare AGN hosts near clusters and
sub-samples of varying sizes, we employed the phase space
metric p = r/r200 × |∆v| /σv. See Section 7.1 for more de-
tails. We separated galaxies into four environmental bins,
using p = 0.1, 0.4, and 2 as the boundaries. As shown in
Figure 4, the phase space distribution of the AGN hosts is
very similar to that of the overall galaxy population, and
a KS test did not provide any significant evidence of differ-
ence between them. This result implies that the environment
of AGN hosts, whether they are in dense cluster cores, on
their outskirts, or far from any sub-samples or clusters, has
no meaningful effect on their nuclear activity, at least when
considering X-ray bright objects. This could mean that ma-
jor mergers are not the dominant triggering mechanism in
our sample, as we would have expected an association with
intermediate phase space regimes, although our results in
this regard are only suggestive.
Similar to how we examined the average spectral prop-
erties of the overall galaxy populations, we created com-
posite spectra of the AGN hosts in each sub-sample. Using
the Hδ absorption and 4000A˚ break we found that, for all
four sub-samples, the average AGN host has had less time
since the last starburst event than the average galaxy in its
overall population. This shows a strong correlation between
AGN activity and starburst events, across our entire redshift
range and LSSs at all levels of star formation activity. This
correlation could also be related to the association we found
between the green valley and AGN activity: if AGN hosts
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are more likely to be in the green valley than to be quies-
cent red sequence galaxies, we may expect them to also have
had less time on average since the last starburst. However,
the difference in time since last starburst for the SG0023
& SC1604 populations exceeded the other sub-samples by a
substantial margin. While the overall galaxy populations of
these LSSs were not the most actively star-forming, a posi-
tion held by the High-z sub-sample, the average AGN host
in these LSSs was the most active by far, with the aver-
age age since last starburst . 100 Myr. The starbursting, or
nearly starbursting, AGN hosts in SG0023 & SC1604 appear
exceptional, and a similar picture is painted by their X-ray
luminosity distribution.
Examining the rest-frame X-ray luminosities of the
AGNs in our sample, we found some stark contrasts be-
tween the different sub-samples. The Passive, Intermedi-
ate, and High-z sub-samples all had most of their AGNs at
lower luminosities, with only two with luminosities above
1043.5 erg s−1. Looking at Figure 7, we can see that all
three distributions peak in the lowest energy bin. In con-
trast, the AGNs SG0023 & SC1604 peak at higher ener-
gies. With eight AGNs with luminosities above 1043.5 erg
s−1, the population is disproportionately luminous. Stud-
ies examining cluster AGNs have found that both the
AGN fraction and the high-luminosity AGN fraction in-
crease with increasing redshift, up to at least z ∼ 1.5
(See, e.g., Martini, Sivakoff & Mulchaey 2009; Martini et al.
2013; Alberts et al. 2016). The disproportionately luminous
SG0023 & SC1604 AGN population runs counter to this
finding, as we do not find a similarly luminous AGN pop-
ulation in the High-z sub-sample. This implies something
different is occurring in SG0023 & SC1604 than the rest of
our sample, which cannot be explained by more star forma-
tion activity or a younger overall galaxy population, as the
High-z sub-sample has these properties, but does not have
a similar luminosity distribution.
Our analysis of the spectral properties and X-ray lumi-
nosity distributions of the AGN hosts suggests some differ-
ent mechanism is at play in the SG0023 & SC1604 LSSs. One
potential explanation could be an increased role of galaxy
mergers or tidal interactions in AGN triggering. We exam-
ined the possibility by estimating the incidence of galaxy in-
teractions through the proxy of close kinematic pairs. While
a close kinematic pair does not necessarily pick out galaxies
undergoing mergers or tidal interactions, a population with
higher rates of mergers and tidal interactions should have
more galaxies located close to each other, so the CKP frac-
tion should be applicable as a proxy of galaxy interaction
rate. We define a CKP as two galaxies within 70 h−1 kpc
on the sky and 350 km s−1 in velocity space. We found that
the SG0023 & SC1604 AGN hosts had the highest fraction
with CKPs, although we had low precision because of the
small number of AGN hosts with CKPs. When looking at
the overall galaxy populations, that of SG0023 & SC1604
also had the highest fraction of CKPs. The high CKP frac-
tions are likely indicative of a higher degree of galaxy in-
teractions in these LSSs, and could explain the exceptional
spectral and X-ray properties of the AGN hosts. This is sup-
ported by morphological analysis of SC1604 carried out by
Kocevski et al. (2009b), who found that two-thirds of AGNs
examined had signs of recent or pending mergers or tidal in-
teractions.
As a control test, we also examined the properties of
field galaxies in our sample. We defined field galaxies as
those that, in each observation, that were outside the red-
shift bounds of the LSS observed, but still within the overall
redshift range of the sample (0.65 < z < 1.28). We found
that both the AGN hosts and overall galaxy populations of
the field galaxies had low CKP fractions, which is expected
given that field galaxies are in less dense environments on
average, thus having fewer galaxy interactions. The X-ray lu-
minosity distribution of the field AGNs at z < 0.96 peaked
in the lowest energy bin, similarly to the Passive, Interme-
diate, and High-z sub-samples. The field AGNs at z > 0.96
peaked at a slightly higher energy, but still at lower energies
than the for SG0023 & SC1604. The higher luminosities of
the higher redshift field AGNs could be explained by larger
available gas reservoirs to fuel AGNs in the bluer galaxies at
these redshifts. Note, though, that SG0023 & SC1604 com-
bined lie within the redshift range 0.8 < z < 0.96, and the
X-ray luminosity distributions of these lower redshift field
AGNs were more similar to the other sub-samples than to
the SG0023 & SC1604 AGNs. These results imply that sim-
ilar processes are triggering AGNs in the field galaxies and
in the Passive, Intermediate, and High-z sub-samples, while
some different mechanism is substantially more prominent
for those in SG0023 & SC1604. The CKP fractions and the
expected low merger rate in the field populations provide
evidence that the galaxies in SG0023 & SC1604 have more
mergers or tidal interactions occurring, which are triggering
AGN activity.
The X-ray luminosities of the AGNs in our sample, in
conjunction with the red sequence offsets, provide further
information on triggering and evolutionary processes. When
these properties are plotted against each other, as in Figure
8, a correlation can be seen. Those in the blue cloud tend to
be more X-ray luminous, while those on the red sequence are
overwhelmingly less luminous. There is a wide range of X-ray
luminosities for AGNs hosted by green valley galaxies. The
difference between the AGNs in blue and red hosts could be
explained by larger gas reservoirs available in bluer galaxies.
If the green valley is a transition region where blue cloud
galaxies are rapidly evolving onto the red sequence, and this
transition is related to AGN activity, we would expect these
color-luminosity trends as well. AGNs triggered in blue cloud
galaxies would start out at their most luminous. As star
formation is quenched, the galaxy’s color evolves towards
red, at the same time as a drop in AGN luminosity as it
loses its fuel source.
In the left panel of Figure 8, we have demarcated Re-
gions 1, 2, 3, and 4, which correspond to blue galaxies with
bright AGNs, green galaxies with bright AGNs, green galax-
ies with faint AGNs, and red sequence galaxies with faint
AGNs, respectively. If we constructed composite spectra of
the AGNs in each region, we might expect the EW(Hδ) and
Dn(4000) measurements to paint a picture where AGN hosts
have had more time since last starburst as you look sequen-
tially at Regions 1, 2, 3, and then 4. This is what we found
in Rumbaugh et al. (2012), where our sample consisted of
just 27 AGNs in SG0023, SC1324, SC1604, RXJ1757, and
RXJ1821, compared to 61 now. When we perform this same
exercise with our current sample, we find again that Region
1 AGNs have had the least time since last starburst and
Region 4 AGNs the most time, but the situation has been
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reversed for those on the green valley. As shown in Figure
8, Region 3 AGNs, on average, appear to have had less time
since last starburst since the more X-ray luminous Region 2
AGNs. This cannot be explained due to uncertainties on the
measurements. This implies something more complicated is
occurring than a simple scenario wherein all AGNs and their
hosts begin in Region 1 with their triggering and evolve into
Region 4 over time.
Of note, SG0023 & SC1604 are over-represented in Re-
gion 1. After our analysis in Rumbaugh et al. (2012), we
expected to add more objects to this region as our sample
size increased9. However, despite the number of AGNs in our
sample rising from 27 to 61, we added only one X-ray lumi-
nous, blue cloud AGN. Similarly, we added only two X-ray
luminous, green valley AGNs. We disproportionately added
AGNs in Regions 3 and 4, leaving Regions 1 and 2 domi-
nated by SG0023 & SC1604. This trend seems to indicate
that SG0023 & SC1604 are exceptional when compared to
the general sample. We have already established that these
LSSs seem to have an elevated level of galaxy interactions,
which likely affects the AGN activity within them. Our new
results could be explained if two AGN evolutionary scenarios
were occurring. First, merger-induced AGNs would tend to
trigger in Region 1, and would evolve sequentially through
Regions 2 and 3 and end up in Region 4. A second process
would tend to create less luminous AGNs, which would be
triggered in Region 3 and evolve into Region 4. While there
is still a population of merger-induced AGNs that fit on the
track moving through Regions 1, 2, 3, and 4, the second class
of AGNs would lead to a decrease in the average time since
last starburst in Region 3, explaining this new result.
The exact nature of this second triggering mechanism
is not something our data can fully illuminate. A number of
possible mechanisms for AGN activation have been proposed
as alternatives to major galaxy mergers, such as minor merg-
ers or tidal interactions (Menanteau, Jimenez & Matteucci
2001), disk or bar instabilities, or recycling of stellar
material (Ciotti & Ostriker 2007), and some studies have
proposed gradual ramp-downs of accretion and luminos-
ity to explain low-luminosity AGNs (Croton et al. 2006;
McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Shen et al. 2007). If minor merg-
ers were the second prominent trigger, we would expect to
see increased activity for this AGN mode in the LSSs with
high CKP fractions, as increased galaxy interactions should
create both more major and minor mergers. As such, our
data do not prefer this possibility, since the second mecha-
nism is not exclusive to SG0023 & SC1604. Moving beyond
minor mergers, a detailed morphological study needs to be
performed, requiring high resolution, multi-band data across
the entire sample, to search for galaxies with signs of recent
mergers or interactions to definitively rule on the issue, and
further substantiate our results here, as well as to search for
blue galaxy cores that would be signatures of some of these
mechanisms. Alternatively, precise measurements of the lo-
cal density for every AGN host, and galaxy in the overall
population, could shed more light on where galaxy mergers
and interactions are most likely to occur, and we plan to use
this method to study the ORELSE sample, as in Lemaux et
9 Note that all new observations in this study were from outside
SG0023 & SC1604.
al. (2016, in prep.). Using this method, we will look for spe-
cific differences between the AGN hosts and the underlying
galaxy populations in SG0023 & SC1604, as well as relative
to the rest of the LSSs.
Other AGN studies have found results both similar
and differing from ours, although this may be unsurprising
given the conflicting evidence on AGN triggering mecha-
nisms. Alberts et al. (2016), for example, studied AGNs in
∼250 galaxy clusters at 0.5 < z < 2 from the IRAC Shallow
Cluster Survey and the IRAC Distant Cluster Survey. They
found an excess AGN fraction at z > 1 compared to lower
redshifts, with the fraction exceeding the field at z > 1.5.
They argue this is evidence for the increasing prevalence of
merger-induced AGN activity at higher redshifts, but this
is not reflected in our dataset. It is possible this is due to
small number statistics, since we only studied three LSSs
at higher redshifts than SG0023 & SC1604. With a larger
z > 1 sample, we may also find more LSSs like SG0023 &
SC1604. Ehlert et al. (2015) also find evidence for merger-
induced AGN activity, analyzing > 11000 Chandra-selected
AGNs in and behind 135 massive (& 1014M⊙) galaxy clus-
ters at 0.2 < z < 0.9. They find a spatial dependence on
AGN fraction, with an excess in the central regions of clus-
ters, a result not reflected in our data. Additionally, AGN
abundance in their dataset scales with the parent cluster
mass asM−1.2500 , showing a suppression at higher masses. This
is similar to the galaxy merger rate, suggesting a connec-
tion, compounded by a higher incidence of disturbed mor-
phologies among AGN hosts. Rosario et al. (2015) used Cos-
mic Assembly Near Infrared Extragalactic Legacy Survey
(CANDELS) HST imaging and far-infrared imaging from
the PEP+GOODS-Herschel survey to study >100 X-ray se-
lected AGNs in two Chandra Deep Fields. Similarly to the
previous studies, they find a higher incidence of clumpy mor-
phologies suggestive of recent mergers among AGN hosts
compared to inactive galaxies at z ∼ 1, although the con-
nection weakens towards z ∼ 2.
Providing evidence against mergers as AGN triggers,
Koulouridis et al. (2014) find no suppression of AGN ac-
tivity at high densities relative to the field, examining
X-ray-selected AGNs in 33 galaxy clusters in the XMM-
Newton Large Scale Structure Sample at 0.14 < z <
1.05. They do use a lower mass sample of galaxy clusters
than Ehlert et al. (2015), which includes only & 1014M⊙
clusters. The lack of correlation between our phase space
metric, p = rnorm × vnorm, and AGN fraction could
similarly result from the lower masses of galaxy clusters
and groups relative to Ehlert et al. (2015). Additionally,
Herna´ndez-Ibarra et al. (2016) analyzed SDSS-DR7 spec-
tra of 385 isolated pairs of galaxies (∆v 6 1200km s−1,
r 6 100 kpc). When compared to the the 513 isolated galax-
ies studied by Herna´ndez-Ibarra et al. (2013), they find simi-
lar AGN fractions, albeit at low luminosities (LHα ∼ 2×1040
erg s−1). This result does leave open the possibility that
major mergers trigger high-luminosity AGNs and is consis-
tent with our findings that low-luminosity AGNs are not
triggered by minor mergers or interactions. Kocevski et al.
(2012) examine HST/WFC imaging from CANDELS of 72
moderate luminosity (LX ∼ 1042−44 erg s−1) AGN hosts
at 1.5 < z < 2, selected using the 4 Ms Chandra Deep
Field South. Similarly, they find both AGN hosts and non-
active galaxies have similar fractions with disturbed mor-
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phologies, which is consistent with the z ∼ 2 sub-sample of
Rosario et al. (2015). This may continue the trend observed
in our sample, where our z > 1 LSSs had CKP fractions
and X-ray luminosity distributions similar to the field, but
does not preclude major mergers playing an important role
at lower redshift.
One of the most unique aspects of our sample relative to
other studies is the approximately binary nature of the pos-
sibly merger-induced, high-luminosity AGNs. Rather than
merely correlating with an environmental or host property
such as CKP fraction, these high-luminosity AGNs are con-
centrated almost entirely within two LSSs. This suggests the
merger AGN mode is almost entirely suppressed elsewhere.
While our results may be influenced by a small sample size,
in that only two LSSs appeared to show a preference for
merger-induced AGN activity, they may suggest that the
properties of some LSSs make them especially prone to trig-
ger AGNs through major galaxy mergers, although with
only two such LSSs we are unable to determine their ex-
act nature.
While previous work has found mixed evidence for
merger-induced AGN activity, this could be explained by
multiple triggering scenarios. The differing results could be
the result of differing sample selections, leading to many
different cross-sections of the merger-induced AGN popula-
tion. The data from the SG0023 & SC1604 LSSs do provide
evidence that galaxy mergers are important for triggering
AGNs in some regimes, while the rest of our sample, and
the similarities to our field AGNs, shows that at least one
other mechanism plays a significant role.
9 SUMMARY
We studied AGNs and their hosts in 12 LSSs, using Chan-
dra observations, optical and NIR imaging and spectroscopy,
seeking to explore triggering mechanisms. We found a to-
tal of 61 AGNs, matched to spectroscopically confirmed
hosts, within the LSSs in our sample. The hosts were associ-
ated with starbursts; the spectral features of their composite
spectra indicated the AGN populations had less time since
last starburst than their parent populations, on average. The
hosts were also found to be associated with the green valley
on a CMD, but did not seem to be associated with any par-
ticular environment within the LSSs. These results do not
particularly favor any triggering mechanism.
Two LSSs in our sample, SG0023 and SC1604, had
a number of exceptional properties relative to the others.
Their populations had disproportionately more X-ray lu-
minous AGNs, they had the least average time since last
starburst event, and both the AGN hosts and the over-
all galaxy populations had significantly higher close kine-
matic pair fractions. The last point indicates that galaxy
mergers and interactions are happening more frequently in
these LSSs compared to the others. The evidence suggests
that the AGNs in SG0023 and SC1604 are being triggered
by galaxy mergers. For the rest of the LSSs, other mecha-
nisms should be dominant. This can be checked by looking
at the field AGNs in our sample, which should have rela-
tively low merger rates. Indeed, the field populations have
low close kinematic pair fractions, and their X-ray luminos-
ity distributions looked more like the other LSSs than like
SG0023 and SC1604. The combination of these results sug-
gests that major mergers are dominant triggers of AGNs
in some regimes, such as those represented by SG0023 and
SC1604, while other mechanisms dominate elsewhere and
produce a population of lower luminosity AGNs. While there
are many possibilities for other mechanisms, minor merg-
ers are unlikely, as the same conditions that produce major
mergers in SG0023 and SC1604 more frequently should pro-
duce minor ones as well.
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APPENDIX A: COMPLETENESS AND
SELECTION EFFECTS
A1 X-ray Completeness
Estimating the limiting luminosities of our Chandra obser-
vations is not straightforward. One of the main reasons for
this is that, for each object, we had three chances to detect
it, once in each of the three energy bands we considered:
the soft (0.5-2.0 keV), hard (2.0-7.0 keV), and full (0.5-7.0
keV) bands. Note that the full band is simply the sum of the
soft and hard bands, which adds the complication that the
three bands are not independently observed. Furthermore,
the relatively small number of counts per source brings us
into the regime where Poisson statistics are highly relevant.
So, to estimate the completeness of our X-ray detections,
we carried out an MC simulation to take these effects, and
others, into account.
There are a number of variables that influence X-ray
point source detection. Some are dependent on the field or
observation, including the energy band of the observation,
the background emission level and the exposure time. Oth-
ers vary between sources or across the field of view, such
the intrinsic luminosity of the sources, their redshifts, and
their off-axis angle. The latter refers to the distance of the
sky from the Chandra aimpoint, and the point spread func-
tion (PSF) is highly dependent upon it, varying from sub-
arcsecond near the aimpoint to tens of arcseconds at the
edges of the ACIS-I array (off-axis angles & 10′′). Because
of this, the X-ray completeness will vary substantially across
the field of view. This makes describing the X-ray complete-
ness difficult. If the entire field of view is considered for
each LSS, the completeness will be quite low. However, we
are not interested so much in finding every AGN in the field
of view as comparing numerical measurements within our
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sample. As such, it is sufficient to examine a similar area
within each observation, and compare completeness within
those areas. We choose for this area a circle with radius 3′
centered on the Chandra aimpoint.
For each LSS, we consider the completeness at spe-
cific redshifts, in the range 0.65 < z < 1.25, with steps of
∆z = 0.05. For each redshift, we generated 100000 sources
within the 3′ centered on the Chandra aimpoint for that ob-
servation. Each source was assigned a rest-frame, full-band
X-ray luminosity drawn from a uniform distribution, in log-
space, in the range 1042 erg s−1to 1044.5 erg s−1. To de-
termine the luminosities in the soft and hard bands, each
source was also assigned a hardness ratio, drawn from the
smoothed distribution of hardness ratios we observed in our
sample.
After all points were generated, the observed fluxes were
calculated using a power law spectral model with γ = 1.4.
The next step is to convert these fluxes into expected pho-
ton counts observed. The factor for this conversion varies
from source to source when calculated using the Imperial
Pipeline discussed briefly in Section 3.3 and in more detail
in Laird et al. (2009) and Nandra et al. (2015). However, it
is approximately constant across each pointing. So, for each
pointing in the soft and hard bands, we performed a lin-
ear fit to the relation between the net counts observed for
each source and the flux calculated for that source. Using
this value for all generated sources, we then estimated the
expected photon counts in each band for each source. For
each source, counts were ‘measured’ within an aperture de-
fined by the PSF at that position, designed to enclose 95%
of the flux for the soft band and 90% in the hard band.
The ‘measured’ counts are the sum of the source counts and
background counts, so the background counts also had to
be simulated. To estimate the background levels, the images
for each LSS were binned to 64 pixels (at 0.′492 per Chandra
pixel). For each source, the background level of the closest
bin was used. The counts for each source were then drawn
from a Poisson distribution defined by the total number of
expected counts (source plus background) in the aperture.
Background counts for each source were also generated for a
background annulus, with inner radius and outer radius 1.5
and 2.5 times the aperture radii, respectively. These were
drawn from a Poisson distribution defined by the expected
number of background counts in the annulus. The net counts
in the soft and hard counts could then be calculated by
subtracting the total counts generated in the apertures by
the scaled background counts generated in the annuli, which
mimics our observations. The full-band net counts were then
just the sum of the soft and hard band net counts.
Each source could then be assigned a detection signifi-
cance, using the formula σ = C/
(
1 +
√
0.75 +B
)
, where C
are the net photon counts and B are the background counts
in the aperture. As in our analysis, we define as detected all
sources with σ > 2 in at least one band. We then bin all
sources for each pointing and each redshift step into intrin-
sic rest-frame luminosity bins and calculate the complete-
ness within each bin, defined here as the number of sources
detected in that luminosity bin divided by the total number
of sources in that luminosity bin.
The full-band completeness (hereafter, luminosities
mentioned are full-band) is plotted for each LSS in Figure
A1, at the redshift step closest to 〈z〉 (See Table 1) in each
case. Note that Cl1137 is included in this plot, but not in
the analysis in any other part of the paper. The reason for
this is summarized in this figure, where the completeness
for Cl1137 in 10-15% lower than any other field across the
luminosity range 1042.5 erg s−1to 1043 erg s−1. For all other
fields, we can see completeness is almost unity above 1043
erg s−1. Completeness begins falling off below this value,
and is at 35-70% at 1042.5 erg s−1. The completeness frac-
tions are more succinctly summarized in Table A1, where
the fractions are averaged over the five luminosity bins be-
tween 1042 erg s−1and 1044.5 erg s−1 in log space. In addi-
tion to the completeness fractions for each field, the aver-
age completeness fractions for each of the four sub-samples
described in Section 6 are shown, as well as the combined
completeness fractions for the field populations10 across all
observations11. We can see that the average completeness
approximately ranges from 55% to 90% in the luminosity
range 1042.5 erg s−1 to 1043 erg s−1, but falls to approxi-
mately 25% to 50% below this for the LSSs. For this reason,
we cut objects with luminosities below 1042.5 erg s−1. While
the average completeness of each sub-sample is within 20%,
the histogram in Figure 7 can be corrected to account for
the individual completeness values. However, our results are
not significantly affected by this correction.
When considering the field galaxies, there is a wider
range of completeness estimates for the 1042.5 erg s−1 to
1043 erg s−1 luminosity bin, ranging from 53% for highest
redshift galaxies to 84% for the lowest galaxies. Correcting
the field galaxy luminosity distribution in Figure 7 accounts
for some of the discrepancy between the different luminosity
distributions of the three field galaxy redshift bins.
A2 Spectroscopic Completeness
While some of our LSSs, such as SC1604, have nearly com-
plete spectroscopy to mI 6 24, or Mred 6 −20.9, this is
not the case in general. Therefore, it is possible that some
AGN hosts have been missed by our spectroscopic coverage
so far. Since our initial spectral masks tended to target red-
der galaxies deemed more likely to be LSS members, varying
levels of spectroscopic completeness could create biases be-
tween the observed AGN populations of the different LSSs.
To determine the effects of incomplete spectroscopy, we
used our photometric catalogs, described in Section 3.1. For
a subset of our sample, we used our photometry to estimate
photometric redshifts, as discussed in Section 3.1.1 and in
more detail in Tomczak et al. (2016, in prep.). In this pro-
cess, we derived P (z) for each source, which estimates the
probability that any given redshift is the true redshift for
that source. When P (z) is integrated over a redshift range,
it should give the probability that the source actually lies in
10 Field galaxies are defined as those within the redshift range of
the ORELSE sample (0.65 < z < 1.28), but outside the redshift
bounds of the LSS in their Chandra observation.
11 In these averages, the LSSs with two pointings, SC1324 and
SC1604, are accorded double weighting. Additionally, Cl1137 is
not included for these average measurements.
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Figure A1. Results of X-ray completeness MC simulations are shown for each LSS as a function of rest-frame, full-band X-ray luminosity,
at the redshift closest to 〈z〉 for that LSS. Completeness is measured here as the fraction of sources detected in a given luminosity bin
in our simulation divided by the total number of simulated sources with that intrinsic luminosity. While Cl1137 is not included in our
analysis, it is included in this figure for comparison.
Table A1. Results of X-ray Completeness MC Simulation
LSS Sub-sample Percent Complete
or Field Luminosity Range (log)
Population 42-42.5 42.5-43 43-43.5 43.5-44 44.5-44.5
Passive 38.9 78.7 98.7 100 100
Intermediate 32.8 74.0 98.7 100 100
SG0023 & SC1604 24.4 61.6 95.1 100 100
High-z 33.8 70.0 95.4 100 100
Field (all) 30.8 65.6 92.7 99.7 100
Field (z < 0.8) 45.4 84.2 99.5 100 100
Field (0.8 < z < 0.96) 32.4 70.0 96.5 100 100
Field (z > 0.96) 22.4 53.3 86.8 99.4 100
that given range. So, we can use P (z) to estimate the proba-
bility that sources without spectroscopic redshifts are mem-
bers of a given LSS, by integrating over the redshift bounds
of that LSS. With this method, we calculate the expected
number of new AGNs that would be added as LSS mem-
bers if we were to complete our spectroscopy, for the fields
where photometric redshifts have been calculated. This is
accomplished by calculating
∑
i
∫ zUB
zLB
Pi (z) dz (A1)
where zLB and zUB are the redshift bounds of that LSS. The
sum is over all sources without high quality spectroscopic
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redshifts, including only objects within our spectral coverage
on the sky.
This method relies on the sample being tested to have
an approximately uniform true distribution in redshift space,
at least in the area where P (z) has a non-negligible over-
lap with the redshift range being considered. This can be
seen by examining Equation A1. Each term in the sum cor-
responds to one source, and adds between 0 and 1 to the
total, which is the total number of expected new sources.
Therefore, the sum must be less than or equal to the total
number of sources being considered. This means that, if all
these sources are true LSS members, Equation A1 neces-
sarily underestimates the expected number of sources. The
degree of underestimation is determined by the shape of the
average P (z) relative to the width of the LSS in redshift
space. If the average P (z) has substantial values outside
of the redshift range, the estimated number of new sources
will be considerably lower than the actual number. If the
sample being considered includes sources actually located
outside the LSS, those sources add to the sum in Equation
A1, which can compensate for the underestimation of the
number of actual LSS members. As the true redshift distri-
bution of the sample approaches uniformity, these outside
sources bring the estimated number of sources in the LSS
towards matching the true number, assuming P (z) is simi-
lar in shape throughout the sample, on average. While we do
not know the true redshift distribution of the sources being
tested, this method should give us reasonable estimates of
the number of sources we expect to add through completing
spectroscopy.
When we apply this technique to the LSSs with photo-
metric redshift catalogs, and ignoring objects where Equa-
tion A1 gives a probability of measurements less than 5%, we
estimate that 0.2, 1.7, 0, 0, 0.8, 0, and 0.2 X-ray point sources
would be added as LSS members for SG0023, RXJ0910,
SC1324, SC1604, RXJ1716, RXJ1757, and RXJ1821, respec-
tively, with complete spectroscopy. On average over these
LSSs, this is an increase in sample size of only ∼10%, so our
results should not be significantly affected by spectroscopic
incompleteness.
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